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$1 A YEAR, CASH.

FORT SUMNER, (Sunnyside Post office), GUADALUPE COUNTY, N. M., OCTOBER 16, 1909--

NO 14.

Urton Lake Project.
M. Oct 12.-Santa Fe.-Nterritorial Carey act board has
received the plans, plate and
.pec.neations oí tne urton uiKe
mu leciuiiiauuu
project jruw
service, whicn ha3 abandoned its
rights to the project. The board
will soon advertise for the building; of the resivoir which is to
reclaim 60,000 acres on the Pecos
south of Fort Sumner. The project may also give rise to an
interesting contest as A. A. Jones
of Las Vegas has filed on all the
available waters of the Pecos
and its tributaries north of Fort
Sumner.
A power plant to cost 200,000
and to develop 5,000 horse power
on the Rio Hondo in Taos county,
been approved by territorial
engineer Vernon L. Sullivan on
application of Charles Springer.
The application is for 9j second
feet and the clam will be 40 feet
high, 115 feet at the top and 30
feet at the bottom. Every available power site in northern New
Mexico is being filed upon lately
by interests which seemed to be
allied and these filings presage
lapid development .in the near
future.
Govenor Curry has appointed
the following delegates to the
deep water ways convention at
New Orleans, OzL 33: Thomas
B. Catron, of Santa Fe, W. Fleming Jones, of Las Cruces, and
Francis Tracy Tobin of Fhiladel-l.hia- .
Ei Paso Herald.
The Urton Lake Project has
1 e jn turned over to the Carey
Act Board. There are three applicants, all strong financially
sacking to enter into a contract
v.un tne toarq. to .pusn to com-- 1
'pfetkm this grail project- - There
la no doubt but that, the contract
will be let within a' few weeks.
The work will commence just as
f oon a3 possible thereafter. This
will give Fort Sumner a boost
such as she has never had, especially when you consider the construction c.f the Dam three miles
up the river at a cost of perhaps
half a million dollars and the
construction of the Cansl for
over three miles through a rough
country, all of the money will be
Then we still resppnt here.
main at the head of this great
irrigation tract of land. Our
people are fast learning the value
of irrigation from observing our
present enterprise which has
done so much to build up our
country and see what impetus
the addition of seventy thousand
acres would give us. With the
commencement of' this work you
will see the busiest town in New

Rules

and

Irrigation in Italy,

Letter.

La Lande

By-La-

Truck and Field Crops.

j

L0CALETTES
(6y Francis Ct'ntorbi, Graduate of Iim lelN'eel in Dry Farnjinar bjnrnawB.lllet'D.l
Adopted by Mass Meeting
(Omitted last week.)
Agricultural School of Italy,)
'
on Aug. 4th, 1S07.
rhe 3ubJ ct of Ar
We are closing the three weeks
Irrigation has been practiced
Read Carefully and See What revival services. The last ser in Halv for over three centuries PcaS to a large number of our! See Fariekscm's New line Dry
power3 lhe people Haye put vice will be held Sunday the 10th. and in spite of the poor quality fanners in this southwest section Goodg befure buyhg. Oiswhore.
During the meeting a score of the soil, so long cultivated, it ul ,ur SlaieIjUi U10U"
Into the Hands of the
"f M1SS Aaeuna jaramnw maue
few, apparently
. peals to, many,
have
been converted or saneti- - produces three and four ""1";,
... .L- - viiit tn Ríinta Tina this week.
.
Board of Control.
u
now
10
nülu
people annually, all due to climate and!Know
fied and the Christian
lKe
Whereas a massmeeting was much built up. Revs. Bud Rob- irrigation. The traveler in Italy Problem. My success has been p. B. Steggs, of Banks, was
held by a number of citizen at inson, W. L. Rogers, J. S Collins, is at" once impressed with the ?hieved principally in growing doing business here this week,
the building owned by Thomas and W. W. Hankes have clone wonderful productivity of the truck crops.
Any suit of Clothes in the house
The great principle underlying
Fitzgibbon on the strip of ground great service for the Master dur- soil and the fact that every inch
at them
fw cagh
at
de of farml"K hw. to at Earkkfxm & &.
this
lying south of the Depot of the ing the meeting. We have found of soil bears a growing plant.
get moisture to our growing;
Eastern Ry of N. M. which De- them men of God, strong preachIrrigation.
G. M. McKinney
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pot is known by the name of Fort
Sumner. In Guadalupe Co. N.
M. At which meeting the following proceedings were had to
J, E. Pardue was elected
vvit.
and W. II. Parker
chairman
was elected Secretary. The
je(:t of said meeting being to
take steps to institute a Town- A
sjte on Government land.
Board of Control consisting of
five members was elected as fol- lows; J. E. Pardne, Celestino
Sandoval, George Murphy, W.
H. Parker and J. S. Gordon.
Which Board was instucted to
prepare rules and regulations for
entering upon and occupying
said lands as a Townsite. Which
Board of Control herewith submits the following rules and regulations to wit:
I. Thi3 town shall be known
as '.The Depot Addition to Sunnyside."
II. There shall be elected annually on the first Monday in
August the successors to the present and future Boards of Control.
III. The Board of Control shall
have the management of the affairs of the "Depot Addition to
the town of Sunnyside first to
have the lands above mentioned
áarvfed off into blocks, lots,
streets and alleys and public
plazas; to employ a surveyor to
0 saij W0T an( to compensate
him therefor.
IV. To settle all contests between claimants to lots.
V. In order to justify any person in holding a lot he or she shall
apply first to the Recorder who
shall 'issue a certificate describing
said lots by number of lot and
Block, and must within three
days thereafter place a notice upon said lot or lots stating his or
her name and when taken. And
further within thirty days after
said certificate shall make some
substancial improvements thereAnd within ninety days
on.
erect a house not less than ten
by twelve feet, and in person occupy one of his said lots.
VI. Any male person over the
age of eighteen years and any
female over the age of eighteen
Mexico.
compe
Since writing the above the years who are otherwiss
right
to locate
have
shall
the
tent
Territory
announce
press of the
and
that the contract for the Urton two lot3, one for business said
That
for
residence.
one
awarded
been
Lake project has
to a company composed of Colo- townsite shall be laid out into
rado, Utah and New Mexico par- business and residence districts.
Miguel A. All persons locating iots shall seties, with
the com- lects his lots in said districts.
of
President
Otero as
VII. Any person locating lots
pany and that active operatious
shall pay to the Recorder the
will commene at once.
sum of one dollar and fifty cents
for each lot so located, which
Monthly
Teacher's
shall be applied as follows: Fifty
Rep:
cents to be paid to the Recorder,
pay for surveying
School District No. 20, for the fifty cents to
platting
Townsite and
said
and
1909.
month ending Oct 1st,
fifty cent to be applied as a conenrollment:
tingent fund, said recorder being
78
Males,(
required to pay over said sums
Females 85
as may be directed by the Board
163
Total
of Control. That said Board of
Control shall appoint one of their
AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE:
number Treasurer who shall re62
Males
ceive said Contingent fund and
73
Females"
place the same in a Bank which
Total 135
sum of money shall only be
said
40
tardy
.nor
No. neither absent
out upon the check of tlu:
paid
74
No. of recitations daily
; Ohaincun of end JUoara ccuate
school
directors
No. visits from
signed by th.? Iíscod';r.
"BLANCHARD, Pria;viri
ob-h-

j

'

JlASION

umner Review

Mr. and Mrs.
when rajn fa deficient
The object of irrigation is still ynere you have a retentive sub- -' returned this week and are now
un!omprehended in America. ao tbe j)roblem' is more easily installed in their new residence.
Th supply of water should be:goved
A clay Bubaojl ia lhe
We are sole agents for Chase
used to raise more than one crop h t ancllor of d..v farmnfr.
a suborns Celebrated Cortees.
and that is Why irrigated landl VVVipn this subsoil has absorbed u-- them Knripkoon Sr. Co.,
has an intrinsic value tnreo or moi8lure, it retains it until liber-foW. H. Harris, of Nacagod- ctimes greater than "dry"ated by frequent tnag.
The nhuK TW
hnct Keen here this
wno
lana, ine iarmer
worKs:
go into the real
will
week
and
-,
irrigated ground should not con- g that have the gubsoil neees.
"
t
sider himself a farmer in the or- - sary t0 VQiain moisture and have estate business.
diiiary sense of the word but applicd the necessary meana of We want your Cash business
rather a crop manufacturer. He;.
owini, Prnus and will make prices to get it,
to
has the water to supply moisture the
rcqu;rcd to develop- - at Earickson & Co's.
when rain is needed with the ad- - ment K is my practice t0 keep Kemp Lumber Co. has just ro
ditional benefit of using it at the fllQ
n!l1jnn!,ul7 a!i,.,.orl
thus ceived a large consignment of
J
"
""""
keeping it mellow and lnauie. Lincoln Paints, Kalsomine, oa
can be made very productive Thg
stve of cultiva!:ion is known and Roof Paints.
In Italy I have
when irrigated.
nr hi.,ket svs.
M
Victor Anaya says that lie wiB
seen farmers working nothing tern. This enables capillary atcollect any more money a
not
but sandy and rocky soil that traction to do its work.
the
bow Catholic Church as lie
raisignored
would
and
be
here
HAS RESULTS TO SHOW
turned the whoie matter over
has
ing thereon almost any kind of
Last season we were deficient to the Parish Priest
trees or vegetables.
12 inches of rain; again this seaSee Mrs. H. A. Coker before
The vineyards growing on the
son we are, at present, behind
She car
buvinir your Fall Eat
slopes of Eatna, where the soil is
by
my
of
Still,
method
ries all the latest and
pure lava, the oranges growing that.
I have
frequent cultivation.
styles in Ladies and Children s
in the province of Messina and
now growing, and nearly maturHats, Caps and Notions.
Catania illustrate the fact that
ed, Irish potatoes, peas, tomaartificial water when used eon- Victor Anaya announces that
Brother Hankes, who had spent servstively is much superior to toes, radishes, and about 5,000
he will not make any more
good
making
cabbage
plants,
six months in La Lande the first laUlfll
n nrn timrtT
r iJ ii fri l Moín
Tin.
' J .11 .. L.ik:. l.nlVm.
..1.1
ihj- lv
wian;;.o
lain. . (ro
;
.
r , ,
, growtn, soma or which will be auoues uno lttu, as iic ujuuia wivj'
part of the year, was given a jub .vreve ,out. on irrigaieu
,
lacu. anu;i -ill lii mü ,Kr.i. ,.
to freeze. He will be
liable
are
' ill hi.
wtrtrKn. al
ilant reception,. wh3ti he cn:ae it ia so with, many other fruit3.
ready next spring to do all kiods
during
pur
rainfall
the
though
His' muí.; ,.i "Ewnaier vegetables mast Le
last Sunday night.
'
last th ree or "Tatit rtsofthn --fcasl ot aaooe vvotk .......v
friends are glad again to sit un- giwvn under irrigation. v
been
less tliah three inches.1
Earickson & Co. have just
der his most faithful and telling
INTENSIVE CULTIVATION. '
a par iif Fancv ariil Stand
In my truck patch all land un-- j
ministry. Come and hear bin;
To illustrate Italian, intensive
possible,
keep
cropped,
I
when
Vegatables, including
canned
ard
preach, and you will have no methods: During the month of
causa to regret it. The work on November I sowed Hórsebeans plowed on the surface. Land al- - the Famous Richelieu Jama,
our buildings was delayed for (not known here) and about lowed to get hard on the surface Mincemeat, and other items toa
nearly three weeks for lack of February I put some black eyed will soon dry out and deteriorate. numerous to mention.
cement, but our car is in now peas between the rows; in the Soil, to retain its vitality, re- Neis Curtis ha3 the frame up
(page 8 column 5. )
and our buildings ara rising first week of May my Horsebeans
for his new cottage, which when
rapidy.
completed, will be a credit to the
were ready for market, while the
hiimiriitv nnr! a iron hie town. It is not known who will
The school will open in temo-rar- y Blackeyed peas were growing: iha
growth results from evaporated occupy it, as you !ever can tell
,
buildings on Tuesday Oct. vigorously through the
1S wasted in
12, and our patrons may send in j supplied by the rcots of the vvaer t
what an old bachelor will do.
cultivation.
next week or as soon thereafter Horsebean plant; in the first
C. C. Henry has been appointFighting Fkost.
as possiDie, ana in just a iewiweek n june 1 planted cauii-weeed United States Commissioner
An uncle of mine has 550 or- - for this district by Judjte Alford
our permanent buildings flower on the same land and
will be completed, and in the about June 15th the peas were ange trees m one of the coolest W. Cooley, to succeed W. H.
meanwhile all will be comfort- marketed: on Auerust 15th I cut! places in Italy where the water Parker. This is a good selection
When and will give general satisfaction.
able anyway.
an enormous crop of cauliflower supply is very .limited.
and planted lettuce, radishes and he set out his oranges his friends
J. E. Fowell has just completed
Dressmaking at 2 Price. other vegetables replacing them ridiculed him but he stuck by his four miles of ditch on the pump
could be
belief that oranges
Mrs. H. A. Weaver will take on September 15th with winter
of the Fort Sumner Land
Thus making in all (grown there by the proper use of branch
orders for Ladies and Misses cabbage.
Co. and has
Development
and
his
been
grove
has
piece the water and
Suits and will make to measure five crops taken from one
j a great
During the taken a contract to extend the.
success.
I
was
while
land.
done
This
of
at half price the next few days
canal three miles.
School and winter months he experienced main
to advertise her work. , First was in Agricultural
every
morning
and
is nothing better we know
heavy
frosts
There
gardens
many
were
there
far
store
door north of second-han- d
trees were covered with frost. of for all kidney troubles than
the
leaving
After
to
superior
mine.
on Fourth street.
school and going through the About October he makes a bed Pineules. These pills are really
country I learned that our little under the trees with matured excellent in cases of weak back
The New Church.
test there such as I have describ- straw manure and during the and backacke, pains in the neck
ed were mere play compared winter months, especially on of the bladder, rheumatic pain
The plans for the new Church
with the actual results obtained mornings of heavy frosts, he ir- and kindred ailments, due to
have been received and mav be by real gardeners.
rigated his grove just enough to weakened, disordered kidneys.
inspected by all interested, esIntensive cultivation is a mere destroy the frost without irrigat- - Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co. ...
pecially all who want to make matter of understanding how to ling the trees. The manure ab- acres of patented
Uor Sale-1- 20
bids on any portion of the work.
land, within 5 miles of Fort
make use of every little piece of sorbs the water and the water
Call at D. J. McCanne's office
land and my experience has draws the frost. This method of Sumner; living water; a choice
and see them.
taught me that it pays much bet- fighting frost has been success - Place for o dairy ranch; cheap
The specifications call for conter to work a small piece, say fully applied in cooler climates lur caj"- c w 'FooRi
crete blocks; but bids are desir- five or ten acres, and fill every than this and there can be little j
ed on solid concrete as well.
Pictures of Old
corner with plant doubt but that the same method! WANTED:
life. The secret of the fabulous will aid materially in saving fruit Fort Sumner. Anyone having or
R. B. Pate of Santa Rosa spent yield obtained in Italy is simply crops in the Pecos Valley.
j knowing of pictures of Old Fort
the first of the week prospecting that land is scarce and each famSumner will please communicate
Comfarison.
our town with the view of locat- ily must secure its living from a While the rrowinir Reason here with
ing a bakery here.
L. C. VaxIIkckb
very small tract. The smaller at Fort Sumner is a little shorter
the tract the more intensive will than in that part of Italy that Have just received ear each
VIII. The Recorder shall be be the cultivation.
Intensive I have described the intensive Wolfs Premium Flour, Corn - and
required to recordé the location cultivation works r. double ad- m hods there used can be appli- - Chop, Potatoes and Onions, Can- .Cíl(T3í.
The d hove and there is not f.n inch vnrl nAia
of all persons taking lots, in a vantage to the farmer.
A!ííTfo
a,Ml slia"
- 0f soil under the Foi'l LrU'nuor Wiiitiriii'! !,
1V
b0ok
fértilbound
growth
of
vegetation
rank
Fix
and
Ohwj
Hi""
w"
,
,
,
,
uU.x.-!1
U
M
j.
.A.titinn
1Mr.AH
i iiiimw
10
ze 8 Till improves I.1.lit.:
UKAvn
yuu
uiiiu LaR31 Put Wi;'T. will preduco ture?, it will pay you u
the receipt or money paid poor land becomes rich ard a three H ten: di"n'v.l iroi'.; t.A 'vir pric
.
lif increase each
solid
v. hole.
L

ers and good singers. As many
of the readers of this paper know
Bro. Bud Robinson preaches just
like no other man does, and we
are glad to say that he is a great
friend of and strong belever in
the future of our country. He
is investing here for himself and
his brother in law, and hopes
later to make this his home,
Bro. Rogers is also buying
property and hopes to file on a
claim in the near future and
move out. No one attending the
meeting will ever forget his glad
He has
and joyous "Glory!"
endeared himself very much to
our people,
Brother Collins has been with
almost from the first day and his
earnest sermons and spiritual
songs" have been a source of
great blessings to scores of people.
We pray God's richest
bassings upon him as he leaves
us next Monday. He also hopes
by another year to make this his
home, together with his father-in-la-
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Ready for New Mexico Fair,
One week from tomorrow, says the
Albuquerque Journal of the 3rd Inst.
the twenty-nintannual New Mexico
fair will open for business. For six
days Albuquerque
fORT SUMNER . NEW MEXICO
will be a full
grown city; the streets and hotels
crowded, the whole territory repre
Last call for picnics!
sented In the crowds; for it Is con PREACHES A 8UNDAY SERMON
ceded that this year's fair is going to
WITH TEMPERATURE UP
There seems to be no substitute for
bring
the biggest crowd we have ever
a (cod cow.
IN THE NINETIES.
had
to
Albuquerque.
spring
After
a
Estrella'a Spectacular Death.
Denounces Collier's Charge.
President Diaz 1b 79 years old, des
Estrella, or Star, for forty years the and part of a summer of more or less
"It is false, unjust and malicious,"
conditions,
pite toe Mexican climate and poll says Former Justice Edward A. Mann friend of the paleface and enemy of depressing business
the
and early fall have TO
ties. .
of the New Mexico Supreme Court, of the Comanches and Cheyenncs, with late summer
MEN OF ALL LANDS
editorial in Collier's Weekly of Oc- whom he engaged In many a bloody brought a revival of business and in
It Is thinking of something to say, an
dustrial activity which was retarded
Supreme bout, died
which
the
3d,
attacks
tober
at Taos In a spectacular by the tail end of the panic, which
rather than saying things thought. Court of New Mexico vigorously, defashion.
that is difficult
reached New Mexico in 1908. Every GREETED WITH A SPECIAL AD
claring the tribunal to be entirely un
He had gone to bring a load of wood body Is feeling good and everybody
DRESS OF WELCOME FROM
The drought has shortened all crops der the domination of the railroad in- from
the mountains and was overcome is looking for recreation. The annual
except frogs' legs. This crop holds terests.
New Mexico fair this year Is going to
JAPANESE RESIDENT8.
Wrapby
an
of
Al
failure.
attack
heart
at
Interview
an
Judge
Mann,
in
up excellently well.
offer recreation in bunches.
In all
buquerque, declared the allegations of ping his blanket about him, he laid
twenty-nin- e
years
the
history
of
its
It seems that the aeroplane not Collier's were absolutely untrue and, down in the wagon to die, asking his
Fresno, Cal. From the
only Imitates the birds In flying but referring to the records, positively re- companion to leave him. A moment the fair association has never been
to offer such an extensive schedSierras of Saturday President Tafl
that It is oviparous, laying golden futed each and every count of the Col afterward the horses ran away and, able
jumping over a high cliff, dashed ule of amusements as will be present plunged SunJay into the summer heal
eggs.
lier indictment
ed next week. Former fairs have had of the San Joaquin
valley and arrived
It Is cowardly for persons outside Estrella's body against a piñón tree. first-clas- s
carnival companies, first- here shortly
Oh, yes, cranberries are small and
the Jurisdiction of the court to make One of the horses was killed and the class races, first-clas- s
after 3 p. m., with th
features, but no
discouraging.
No matter, they'll be such statements where contempt pro- wagon was reduced to splinters.
thermometer hovering about the nine
making the usual good "sass" by ceedings are impossible," said Judge
Estrella's body was picked up later former fair has combined them all as ties. He was greeted by practicallj
this one will do. Thanksgiving.
Mann. The editorial referred to states and buried in the old Taos cemetery.
The Journal goes on to enumerate the entire population of the city and
thirty-fou- r
cases before the He was governor of the pueblo last
the surrounding country, and after I
It Is a grand thing If alcohol can be that out of Supreme
in which year and his brother is this year's the attractions as follows:
Court
Mexico
New
waste
cheaply
lumber
from
obtained
In the first place the fair associa
short automobile trip through the busi
twenty-eigh- t Governor.
Estrella was a close friend
as long as the trusts allow any lum- the railroads were parties,
tion
has secured the best carnival ness section, addressed a gathering oi
were decided in favor of the of Kit Carson and for forty years held company
ber to go to waste.
on earth.
many thousands in the court house
many Important offices in his village,
railroads.
racing program will be the best square.
The
Judge Mann shows by the recoils becoming widely known. He led his on
The authorities at Washington are
up
year
record.
is
made
It
this
The President's speech was in real
trying
to muszle the matutinal that since the present Judges bare people la several battles in the early chiefly of running events.
ity another Sunday aermon, the third
rooster, but thus far their efforts have been on the bench, only twelve rail days with Comanches and Cheyennes,
This
year
by
will
baseball
the
be
the
who
in
would
invade
court,
their raids
road cases have come before the
not been crowned with success.
teams made up strictly of local play he has preached since his trip, began
and only part of these have been de Pueblo country.
His text quoted from memory, was,
ers. Tea8 are coming from half
heavier-than-alr
machines cided In favor of the railroads.
These
dozen southwestern cities and the 'That he who conquereth himself is
would be even more popular If there
Judge Mann shows where the law
Rlcht Conflict.
play promises to be fast and clean
, Water
greater than he who taketh a city,"
matewere always
has been strictly interpreted in each
Two troops of United States caval add from It the President drew th
A Santa Fe dispatch of the 6th Inst,
rial to fall upon in case of accident.
case. He points to the fact that of
says: A conflict over water rights ry will be attendance during the fair lesson that popular government must
eleven cases of this nature appealed
and will give daily exhibitions, drills always
Tennyson now stands charged with to
the United States Supreme Court, that will become as historic as the
be a failure unless It is based
and sham battles. The troopers will
(he crime of writing for the middle only one was
ten years' legal battle over the
reversed.
upon sound common-sens- e
and the
rein hurdle races, Roman
lasses. He Is dead and cannot
project, was Inaugurated compete
In conclusion, Judge Mann asked If
that goes to make the
vise his writings to meet the notions Collier's means to infer that the Su- today by the filing of an application races, monkey drills and in the other
exciting exhibitions for which the cav good loser. He drew an analogy beÍ the proletariat.
preme Court' of the United States is of the trustees of the Las Vegas grant
for 116 second feet, all the waters of airy of the United States regular tween the American people in this reThe list of definitions of optimist also corrupt, It having affirmed the the Sapello flowing into the Mora, and army is world famous.
spect and those peoples who In theit
and pessimist Is not yet exhausted. A New Mexico decisions.
During the fair several of the ex- attempts at
the Gallinas. Arroyo Pecos, San Gul-jel- a
follow au
Jocular addition is that the optimist
and tributaries flowing Into the citing cowboy relay races will be run. election with a revolution.
Sheriff Shoots Cattleman,
Is the eye doctor and the pessimist
five
of
races
will
be
these
for
Pecos, and for the storage of 80,000 Each
On his way here President Taft
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 8th
ene who takes care of people's feet
feet annually in four immense miles, with a change of saddle and stopped at Merced for three hours and
Inst says: John L. Cox, a prominent acre
mile.
each
at
bridle
half
43,681
capacity
of
a
with
la an Etruscan tomb there has been cattleman of Sierra county, was Bhot resrvoirs,
Added to these standard amuse- attended morning service at the Pres
acre feet each.
unearthed a human jaw with dental and seriously
wounded by Sheriff
which have been features of byterian church. His greeting . ,at
ments
to
length
in
are
fifty
miles
Canals
work In it 8,000 years old. Doubtless Kendall of that county, at Hillsboro
former
fairs will be several innova Fresno came from probably the most
res
out
and
of
the
water
the
into
take
the guileful Etruscan dentist said, last night. The sheriff attempted to
is identical with; tions which have not been presented cosmopolitan community he has met
ven as dentists says
"No, attach horses
belonging to Cox, a ervoirs. The project
in
Mexico before. First of these In all his travels. In the throngs that
New
upon by the United
tats will not hurt you."
quarrel followed and Cox struck the the one filed
the will be two flights daily by the Stroe- lined the sidewalks was a comming
service
reclamation
States
under
sheriff, whereupon Kendall drew his
name of the Las Vegas project, three bel airship, the first airship to come ling of Chinese, Japanese, Armenians,
There are some disadvantages ac
revolver and fired twice, one bullet
to this part of the southwest.
Each
companying modern Inventions. The piercing
Portuguese and a dozen other nation
groin of Cox and another years ago.
the
aeroplane hat, announced
by some making a flesh wound in his back.
The grant board claims its right un- afternoon the airship will make a alities. In fact, it was told to the
Hidalgo, flight from the fair grounds to Albu
Guadalupe.
anllliners, would appear to be one of Cox
treaty
of
der
the
will recover.
in one of the public
serv querque and return and each evening President that x
them. Is It expected that they will
There has been ill feeling between and because of the reclamation
twenty-sinationalities arc
relin- followed by a searchlight, the ship schools
abandoning
take wearers lightheaded?
the
ice,
in
project,
the men of long standing. Cox quished
represented. One-hal- f
will sail over the city.
of the Armenito
board.
rights
Its
all
of
the
notoriety as a handy man
Troubles are pouring in on the poor achieved
The first exhibition of pushball, a ans of the entire country are said to
ago A. A. Jones of Las
Two
months
years
ago,
gun
trying
in
some
tittle
shah of Persia. While with his
Vegas made application for the use of magnificent game for horsemen, will be gathered here.
ke is still weeping for his father and to liberate a friend from a Mexican part of the waters claimed, for an im- be presented each day during the
Having the reputation of being the
prison
with
when,
Mexico,
Juarez,
at
fair. Each troop of the cavalrymen
mother, preparations are being made
hottest city in the United States, with
mense private irrigation project
score
Cox
of
held
a
two
team.
pushball
for his marriage, and he declares he
summer temperature ranging be- A battle royal over these 1 water has its
does not want to get married and be a guards at bay, single handed, until he rights is expected.
The Indians who are coming will ween 100 and 115 Fresno has at
Vegas
The
Las
races and the tracted many peoples of the world
king, and that he Is the unhappiest escaped across the border.
project is to cost $750,000 and Ote run several
ever attempted in who follow the 'sun.
boy in Persia. But destiny in its on,'
dams and headgates are to be of pteil, first full Marathon
Trujillo.
of
Murder
ward march is sparer neither of man,
the Rocky mountain region will be
A feature of the President's visit to
'
,
A Santa Fe dispatch of the 7th Inst concrete and timbers.
woman nor child, and the little fellow
pulled off.
Fresno was the presentation of an adDistrict Attorney Alexander
must submit to have the life and free- says:
One new feature will be a relay dress of good will from the Japanese
The coroner's Jury in the Gertrude
teams entering residents of the city.
dom crushed out of him by his great- - Reed of Tierra Amarilla, who arrived Montgomery
The address
case at Santa Fe brought race for the baseball
today, brought details of the killing
tournament.
fair
the
read:
Buicide,
an
in
unanimous
of
verdict
of Jose Trujillo, a well-to-dand well
In spite of the fact that the season
"Mr. President: We, the Japanese
The fire loss in the United States known stock owner of Rio Arriba
Bent lodge, A. F. and A. M., was has not been a good one in many of residents of Fresno city and surroundand Canada during August, 1009, was county, who has many relatives In instituted at Taos by Deputy Grand the fruit growing districts of the ter ing country, have the great honor to
Master John A. Cutler of Raton, and ritory, the resources exhibit will be by offer to you our sincere and most
116,423,000,
not. particularly small, Santa Fe.
though It seems so In comparison with
Trujillo was In attendance at a a number of Santa Fe Masons. The no means unimportant. The
Pecos friendly greetings and to accord you
the fire loss of $23,123,000 in August, dance at Lumberton when Pablo Mar- lodge Is named in honor of Governor valley, the Mesilla valley, Las Cruses a most JoyouB welcome to our commu
1908, and of 120,248,000 in
who was under Bent, who was assassinated, and will and several others of the irrigated nlty. We hall you, sir, as the honAugust, tinez, an
preserve the districts will be represented and the ored chief of a great nation, which we
1907. More favorable than ever, there- the influence of liquor, walked up and take special care to
fore, Is this year's fire loss showing as shot Trujillo through the heart. In grave at Taos of Kit Carson, who was dry farming districts promise to make are glad Is on the friendliest terms
compared with Kb predecessors
0
the confusion that followed Martinez a member of Santa Fe lodge, as well a Bhowing that will prove astonish with ours; and we also rejoice that
for the first eight months, escaped. He served four years In the as the Kit' Carson house and other ing. The dry farming districts are our beloved country, Japan, has the
against (163,943,900 for the corre- penitentiary for assault with Intent to monuments associated w'th the fa- urged to especial activity this year honor and great privilege of recipro
because of the unfavorable reports
sponding period of 1908, and $165,965,-5- 0 kill and was indicted this year for mous scout.
which have gone out concerning sev cating such fraternal regard."
for that of 1907.
but his wife begged so
A $7,000 Irrigation project in South
Clovis, the Estancia
of them.
hard for him that the indictment was ern Eddy county, on the Texas boun eral
valley, Las Vegas and, In fact, prac
Two re aeons are given why King quashed.
To Evangelize the World.
dary, was approved on the 7th inst. by tically every dry rarmlng aistrict in
Manuel of Portugal may abandon his
Washington, D. C. A colossal trust,
Territorial Engineer Sullivan and the the territory is going to be representproposed visit to England. One is that
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 4th
as great as any ever conceived in the
granted to take watera out of ed with exttblts.
the kaiser has grown restive about It Inst., says: Arthur Yanow, aged six- rightPecos
This year's fair gains added Im- brain of Morgan, Rockefeller or Harrlto fill a reservoir to hold
in Fribecause Germany was not included in teen, son of Henry Yanow, a promin- the
visit
here
portance
from
the
110,000 acre feet.
He also approved day, October 15th, of President W. H. man, which shall declare dividends un
the Itinerary. The other is that fear ent merchant, is missing and foul play the application
for sixty second feet Taft. Albuquerque has entertained dreamed of by the kings of Wall
suspected. The boy left this mornobtains that the royal mother might is
attend school as usual, riding a out of the Navajo on the New Mexico-Colorad- Presidents of the United States be- Street, Is what the leaders of the lay
take advantage of the king's absence ing tobicycle,
Une, to reclaim 8,000 acres fore, but the city has never had the men's missionary movement would or
and up to a late hour toto assume authority till bis return, new
night no trace of him has been found. around .Lumberton, Rlq Arriba county, honor of entertaining a President and ganlze among the men of the churches
which would produce dangerous com- His parents are frantic.
a fair crowd at the same time.
i
at a cost of $40,000.
of America. They would organize the
plications.
Petty as anything Swift
C. F. Spader of Bernalillo, N. M.,
Protestant churches of America, hold
Hugh Lewis, Jr., a prominent propimagined In Lilliput are the actualiInto
former
commissioner
of Sandoval erty owner, died at Roswell on the
Territorial Traveling Auditor Saf-for- ing property worth $1,000,000,000,
ties of politics in any toy kingdom.
great federation for the purpose ot
county, and a
ranchman 4th Inst, as the result of taking moron the 2d Inst, completed comthe world during this
The Interstate Commerce Commisand merchant, has announced his can- phine with suicidal intent, owing to piling the assessment rolls of the ter- evangelizing
generation.
sion has made an Interesting ruling didacy for the position of United family troubles. Supposing
ritory for 1909. The total is $63,766,-082.6man
the
convention
A
will be held in
big
denying the right of railroad com- States marshal for New Mexico. He
a gain of 15 per cent over last Washington November 11th to 14th fot
panies to issue commutation tickets claims to have influential backing In to be asleep, the widow and three chilIn the classification railroads the purpose of awakening the church
to school children unless those tickets the East Other candidates, beside the dren left early In the morning for year. with
$Í5,000,000; city property members of this city on the question
Gonzales, Texas, to appeal to Lewis' lead
re open to all children of the ages present
C. M. Foraker, are
incumbent
$11,000,000 Is second, and then of missions.
with
diffito
their
domestic
settle
father
atpeclfied.
The commission
says: Ed Burke of Santa Fe and T. S. Hub-bel- l,
culty. They returned when they re- comes agricultural land, $9,000,000;
Gilford Pinchot, chief of the For
The commission's ruling does not
former
sheriff of Bernalillo ceived word that
cattle,
grazing land, $8,000,000;
estry Bureau, is chairman ot the gen
Lewis was dead.'
.prohibit the publication of commuta- county.
$2,760,000;
merchandise,
committee having the
tion rates for children of specified
Territorial Engineer Sullivan re- sheep, $2,500,000 and horses, $1,650, eral Washington
'The New Mexico National Guard are
in charge. The laymen's mismatter
ges, but merely
holds that such
cently
Linto
Santa Fe from
returned
sionary movement Inaugurated three
xates must be open to all children not mollycoddles and will participate coln county, where he approved the 000.
Six prominent men at RoBwell were years ago. Is Interdenominational.
II
within the ages stated In the tariff." in the war maneuvers of the regular
survey
of the
fined $60 and costs each for violating has as its fundamental Idea that the
army next year," said Adjt Gen. R, A.
scenic highway over the White the
law as the result of command of Christ to "go into afl the
The robbery of the Pennsylvania
Ford when shown an Associated Press
passenger train by a lone bandit, at dispatch saying the
to be nearly
100 miles a raid on a poker game Saturday
world and preach the Gospel to every
War Department mountains,
point 62 miles west of Harrlsburg, on
creature" Is mandatory upon the men
account of the failure of the Massa- long. He had the county commission- night, ordered by Mayor Richardson.
suggests that there are lonely spots
of today as never before.
a
was
in
running
game
alleged
survey
highpublic
a
The
ers
the
declare
militia
to
make good at the
on all railroad lines in which highway- chusetts
way. The board donated $2,500 to the room in a hotel. It Is understood that
men with nerve can ply their trade. recent maneuvers, would not ask the
raid had been ordered some time
Wright Breaks Speed Record.
militia
to
war
maneuvers in Territorial Good Roads Commission, the
Join the
But after the deed 1b done, the probbefore by the mayor, but the police
so
begin
can
on
work
that
it
the
road
future.
the
General
says
Ford
It
will
College Park, Md. After breaking
lem is to get away. The chances are
and a big shakeup in
to
act
refused
more heavily against the Pennsyl- be optional in future for the National at once, without waiting for the terri- the city government is expected as a the world's record for a flight over a
vania robber than they would be Guard to participate in these maneu- torial appropriation to become avail- result of the attempt to enforce the closed circuit kilometer, Saturday,
against a Montana or Idaho highway vers or to chose lighter duties, but as able December 1st. The steepest
City Attorney Wilbur Wright predicted that he could
law.
man wit vast stretches of unoccupied for the New Mexico National Guard grade on the road will be over Nogal Bowers, who resigned because he said attain a speed of sixty to seventy
wants
it
all that is coming to it In mountain, 9 per cent, but It Is 25 per
country within easy reach.
the police would not enforce the law, miles an hour in an aeroplane race.
war maneuvers.
cent at present.
may reconsider his resignation.
El Portal, Cal. After having trav
At Lordsburg, Grant county. Thomas
Fly high and get out of the wind,
E. Barber, a member of the City
Carey act board and Territorial eled nearly 100 miles by stage and on
The
J.
Knox,
for
years
thirty
one of the Council of East Las Vegas, is informed
was the lesson declared by a daring
Engineer Sullivan on the 2nd inst , foot in and around the Yosemite cal-ley- ,
aviator at Rhelms. Indeed, he drew leading cattlemen and best known citi- that his son, a. i,. Barber, nas been aunroved the segregation
President Taft reached here Satof 9,000
zens
of
Southwestern
New
parallel
Mexico,
of the ship on the water
the
promoted to be general manager of acre
just outh of the Maxwell urday night and will resume Ws jour
suddenly
died
on
the
7th
Inst.
deep
seeks
escape
sea
the
to
that
the
the Mollne plow works, at Mollne, 111. grart, in Colfax county, and on the ney to the Southwest Sunday morning.
Only 32,000 acres was filed upon In His salary is to be $12,000 a year.
breakers on the coast.
county
border, applied
for He will stop during the day at Mer
Mor
the Santa Fe land district, one of
The first grapo growing experiment by
&
Hartley, of ced, Fresno and Bakersfield and reacb
Hortenstein
The Inventor of the Clermont was New Mexico's five land districts, dur- on a largo scale In New Mexico is
Snr Tiger, for the Lake Charette Ditch Los Angeles early Monday morning.
not an Idle dreamer.
He believed in ing September, a decided falling off being started on the Atkins
The President was wringing wet with
ranch, & irrigation Company, which will
.work. This was Robert Fulton's sen- from the monthly average maintained near Doming, which has been sold to
the waters of the Ocate and perspiration when he reached the foot
the
years.
expressed
by himself:
last three
timent, as
"InThere were 120 Plutarchos Fletoridea and other Turks Swuetwater lor the reclamation of 60,- - of the trail Saturday and had to go to
dustry will give abundance to a vir- original homestead entries, thirty-nin- e
who have come to the yterritorv from 000 acres. Much interest is manifest- - bed in the Sentinel hotel while his
e
tuous world, and call mankind to one of them under the
act. There the Island of Samos and will spend ed in the project, as It is the first in clothing was hung out in the sun to
unbounded feast of harmony
and were fifty commuted homestead proofs $50,000 in planting the most extensive New Mexico under the Carey act to dry.
and nine final entries
friendship."
vineyards In the Stmthwcst
be approved.
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FAMOUS DOCTOR'S
PRESCRIPTION.

TAFT FINDS IT

HOT AT FRESNO

DELICACY

OUT

OF

SEASOfSl

Farmer Absolutely Unable to Undsn
stand the Possibility of
Ice In July.

We are so accustomed to having
things "out of season," and especially
to the cutting and storing of Ice for
use In the summer, that it is hard to
put ourselves in the place of the simple old farmer told of by a writer in
the Toledo Blade.
In the summer of 1900 a party of
surveyors was working through the
state of Arkansas, surveying and lo
cating the Midland Valley road. One
day the surveying corps stopped at a
farmhouse and shouted for the farmer.
The Arkansan came out and the
surveyors asked him if they could get
a drink.
'Certainly, boys," he said.

'Til

give

you the best I've got, and the best I've
got is buttermilk."
'That will be fine," the surveyors
said, and the old farmer gave each of
the gang a glass of buttermilk.
'It's mighty good," said one of the
surveyors to McLoud.
"Yes, indeed,!' McLoud replied, "hut
It would' be better if we had some Ice
to put In It."
Turning to the farmer, McLoud
said, "Have you any Ice?"
"Ice!" shouted the farmer, tugging
Who ever
"Ice!
at his whiskers.
heard of ice in July?" Youth's Companion.
Origin of Word "Bible."

The word bible is derived from the
Latin name biblia, which was treated
as a singular although it comes from
the Greek neuter plural, meaning 'little books." This Greek dimiiraHve
was derived from byblus, or papyrus,
the famous material on which ancient
books were written. The title "Bible"
was first used about the middle of the
second Christian century In the
second epistle of Clement
(xiv., 2).
A Steady Thing.
Something had gone amiss with
Bobbie and he had sought the comfort
of tears. Noticing his wet cheeks, his
mother said In a consolatory tone:
"Come here, dear, and let me wipe
your eyes."
'"Tain't no use, muvver," returned
Bobbie with a little choke; "I's doin'
to cry again in a minute!" Woman's
Home Companion.

Never take a mean advantage of
anyone in any transaction, and never
be hard upon people who are in your
power.

Dickens.

BE JDNT TO YOI RKKLFoongh
keep well

and
If possible. Check that
with
tbn harmless and olndent remedy, Aliena Lung
Balaam. All druggists, 2&c,G0o and 1140 bottles.

Don't abuse the rich; we can't all

be paupers.

Dr. Pleroo's Pleasant Pelleta regulate and InTlg
orate stomach, llrer and bowels. BogalMloated,
tiny granules, easy u take as candy.
' The door
of success
"Push."

Ib

mm

marked:

A

"Guar!
You Can Shave Yourself With

NO STROPPING
KNOWN

NO HONING
THE WORLD OVER

Children

1PTS
rv

Tut ttsx

like "I
if

CURE
timti nt (uusa

It Ú so nleasant la tatstops the
cough so quickly. Absolutely safe
loo and contains no ipiates.
'

AO

Dragsbta, 23 cesta.

I
I
I

I

you cannot keep down with the
THE FÜRT SUMNER REVIEW
narrow do not hesitate to use the
PUBLISHED EVSRV SATURDAY BY THE
sultivator bv putting on the
REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.
mields or a box slad to protect
M. R. BAKER, Editor and Manager
.he sir all ccrr . Keep up cultivaJ. V. Stearns, Publisher.
tion till the corn is matured.
Year, Cash. Cultivation to the depth of 2 or
Subscription, $1
inches has given the best results
Kates lor Advertising and Job Wort it this section.
on application.
Bills due on the first day of the month.
Beans are well suited to this
Address all letters to the "Review section of the semi-ari- d
belt.
Publishing Company."
The speckled Mexican bean is tht
Entered as second class mail mattei variety that has been grown with
at Fort Sumner, New Mexico. (Post the greatest profit and success,
Office, Sunnyside, N. M.)
should be planted in rows 2 2
or 3 feet apart and good, clean
Devoted to the interests of Fort
The
cultivation until matured.
R'lmier, of Guadalupe County, and oi
bean crop does not require a
New Mexico.
large amount of moisture and
should be used in rotation with
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16.
other more exhaustive crops.
Stock peas is also another crop
in
that only requires a small amount
of moisture and helps to recuperMexico. ate
soil. There is no richer for(By Peter Yockey.)
age than the stock pea cutas hay
continued from last week.
and the peas left on the vine.
'
The stock pea should be planted
FERTILITY.
Another important factor in in June or early July, as should
Dry Farming is that of maintain- also the bean, in rows 2 2 to 3
ing the fertility of the soil. This feet apart and given good, clean
can be most cheaply done by the cultivation.
Sorghum hay is also a good
use of barn yard manure and leguminous crops such as the bean, dry land crop and can be grown
stock pea, etc. Barnyard man- with great profit for feeding on
Sorghum for syrup
ure should not be allowed to ko the farm.
to waste as is very commonly the manufacture is also a paying
country. It crop, the presence of sugar being
case in the semi-aricanjiot.safely be applied to the greater in New Mexico products
land iri the fresh state as is com- than in those of any other state
mon lii the humid sections. or territory in the union.
Milo maize is one of the surest
Where there is not a superabundance of water it would cause crops we crops we can plant and
the soil to dry out by causing air should be found on every farm.
Broom corn is one of the best
cavities and thus it would work
a positive injury to the crop. of money crops for the semirarid
The manure may safely be ap- country, having the same adapplied only in the rotted form and tability as Milo maize and Kafiir
These crops should be
then Only very thinly but may be corn.
applied frequently. It should be given thorough cultivation clear
spread' thinly and evenly and up to the time they are matured.
Potatoes, turnips, onions, cabdisked into the soil and thoroughly pulverized and mixed with the bage, etc., can be profitably
soil and tien t lowed i 1 when the grown for market and home use.
Many other crops not yet fully
soil conditions are favorable. Put
'
into the soil in this manner it tested, no doubt can be grown
will give the best results on dry profitably here.
land. '"lt would probably be best
applied to land that is being sumPetition for Herd Law
mer tilled, because it will have
Petition being presented by a
decommore time to thoroughly
Prepose be ready for the use of the majority of the voters of
12, Sunnyside, for the
No.
cinct
crop.
establishment of a Herd Law
SUMMER CULTURE.
within said precinct in that part
I have already shown the im- thereof lying east of thá Pecos
portance of summer tillage and river, in accordance with chapter
will now explain it and show
94 session law3 of 1909, and the
how it should be done. Af soon board being advised in the law
as your crop this year is off the and premises orders as follows:
land, if there is any moisture folThat an election of the qualified
low the harvester if possible,
voters of Precinct No. 12, Sundouble disk or harrow as the con- nyside be held within said predition of the soil may require. cinct on November 6th., 1909, at
Corn land that has peen properly the office of J. A. Perkins Juscultivated will generlly need only
tice of the Peace; and the
the harrow to produce a proper Judges of said election be as fol
mulch, while small grain land
lows; Celestino Sandoval, Simon
will nqed the disk. Keep up this
Katz, and A. B. Harris.
dirt mulch during the winter and The said election to be conduc
disking
spring by harrowing and
ted in all respects as provided by
if the land becomes settled, don't law for the election of the Jus-tic- e
allow a crust to form under the
of the Peace.
mulch,', till June or the early
Proclimation.
Election
weeds
Keep
the
part of July.
Office of Board of County Comdown by all means. Plow in June
or first of July 6 or 8 inches deep missioners, Gaudalupe County,
following the plow with packer New Mexico.
An election of the qualified
and harrow. Then keep a mulch
2 2 to 3 inches deep on the sur- voters of precinct No 12, Sunnyface with the harrow till seeding side in said county and territory,
time. Don't disk, you'll work up is hereby called at said precinct,
too much loose dirt to dry out on on the 6th day of November A.
top if you do. If you are sowing D. 1909, for the purpose of votwheat use a drill and put the ing upon the question of whether
seed into the moist, firm soil 1 to the Herd law shall go into effect,
1 2 inches and about one third or not, within said precinct in
of the usual amount as the ideal accordance with chapter 94 of
physical condition will cause pro- the session laws of 1909. Said
fuse stooling, which will make it election to be conducted in the
too thick if the usual amount is manner as elections of Justice of
sown. ' it you are planting tne the Peace and Constable are con
land in corn proceed in the same ducted.
Witness the Hon. Board of
manner till planting time. List
your corn 3 or 4 inches deep and County Commissioners by its
in rows 3 2 feet apart and 3 (Seal) Chairman and the seal
feet apart in the row. Harrow of said Board hereto affixed, this
after the lister to keep a mulch 5th day of October, A. D. 1909.
W. B. Giddins, Chairman.
on the surface. We advise listing corn because the cool nights Attest:
F. D. Crespin, Clerk.
cause the corn to sucker, and
By Georgo Sena Deputy.
where it is listed the suckers may
Ordinarily
be plowed under.
corn will hot need to be plowed
Ring's Little Liver Pills easy
untill it is too large to permit of to take, gentle in action, pleasant
harrowing without breaking the effect. Sold by Sunnyside Drug
corn But if weeds eome that Company.
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J. L. MAXWELL.

Have Buyers

DEALER IN

Dry Gcods
RICARDO,

List Your Relinquishments With

and

Furnishings
NEW MEXICO.

: : :

"Right Goods at the Right Price."

ME

Also a BRANCH HOUSE at GUADALUPE,

N. M.

Deeded Farms Wanted
I have several buyers who want relin-

A. A WELLS.

quishments and can also handle five good
Must be close in and
deeded farms.
prefer farms with some improvements.

L L

Contractor

General

VanHecke.

Dry Farming
New

Builder

and

Plans and Specifications Furnished Free

Paid Up

j

Turn-Ke- y

Jobs A SPECIALTY

d

1--

PECOS VALLEY HOTEL
FORT SUMNER, N. Hv
FIRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS

5 :!e

ill

Rates $2,00 Per Day
Mrs. R. BEAUBIEN, Proprietress.

Praised by Press and Pulpit
.

The BARGAIN STORE.
S. P R I T N E R

No Piano has ever been more enthusiastically endorsed.
The Artistic Case, the Easy, Responsive Action, and above
alt t'ia deep, sweet, rich Tone, captivates performer and lis-

.'.

Ths united verdict is that

tener.

.'.

j Full

.'.

f

LOMBARD PIANOS ARE THE

BEST

IN

THE WORLD

!!

Mrn. Heletr M. Maker. 244 Oraid Arts., Aurora, 111., nays: ! cannot fiid word ft tn the
Knfrlitth la acuate to expr? toy appreciation to ytm for having anlj me such a. tntiful
1 really
think it i the rott beituiful caae I ever raw, and ttift tone im atuipijr
ffrand. 1 Bba.ll bo tflad to givu yuu aujr teaUuiouiiil, a I thirty tb LotntMrd alumliX take th
lead.
111,,
ay: MWe ri usina-th- e
Rer. O;!o. DcMiMwlay, Pres. Corpus Chrlnti College, Galnabnnr,
iti tr olleize work at Curputt Lbriitli, and it iw a pleaunre to mcoaimcuU It.
it
ricii
wwt,
adevp.
with
Uuc."
i a beautiful instrument
Iatr"-mesaya:
Tetin.,
County
Selmtr,
Independent,
MrMalroj
"The
Vf.
J,
Purvianc;, Editor
(Loinburcl lJiai:o) iiUaour rji.ijt ait,ruinct expectation,
lt in not only a rarte taauty in
Your firm han proven to b
iiH outward fintjli but tU' tout U rnnud, full, rich and aweet.
v
prompt aid rcl.ULli! ti iut dealinípí witb mo."
Kdltor Presa, Partcerufcnr, Pa., aya: 4Í moat nay that the Iomhard
J Ernest
We
are
more
llrra.
than sat ined."
aud
iuhtruuient,
aureuit toataudard
Bent me is beautiful
realise
lí. S. Knann. President FVeral Charter Co.. Washington. D. C. Bay: "We now
mu algal artit of Wjuuiiiir
after a careful and uniprehen-iv- e trial ni tüe oíImbard by many Every
one who ha tried ttaU
price ur make.
Um, th;it it Ktands seutid i none, retfardleaH
instrument ia edthutttuniic in It praise."

EARICKSON & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO
A. B. HARRIS.
FORT SUMNER, N. M.
DEALERS IN

These ore samples of hundreds ef enthusiastic letters
received In every mall.
Do Not Boy

a Piano Until

You Have Investigated

Dry Goods,

the tomhard.

Furniture,

GALES BUR. G PIANO CO.,

r 24

-

Farming Impliments and Wagons,
We have just received a NEW and COMPLETE
line of LADIES and GENTS FURNISHINGS

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

1

Acres

Hardware,

Groceries, Hay and Feed,

GALL9BUKQ. ILL.

See the editor of this paper for further Information about the
Lombard Piano, and a special opportunity to Jet one almost FREE,
ome one will f et the bargain of his life.

-

Boots and Shoes,

Gent's Furnishing Goods,

Wc send the Lombard Piano to any reliable party on 10 days' free trial.
It may be paid for by easy monthly or quarterly payments. Credit will be
given to suit any honest customer. A discount allowed or all cash.

MANUFACTURERS.

Line of Groceries,
Workinging Men's Clothes,
Notions and Novelties.

Kemp Lumber Co.

1--

Under The Ditch

;

IS.

This is ONE of the FEW bargains left
under the FORT SUMNER CANAL
Most of the land is selling for $125.00
per acre. Will make easy terms on this

Building Material,

Paints and
Builders Hardware

24 acres. CLOSE IN.

.

L

C. VanHecke.

FOR ALL KINDS OF

(

"Prices Right."
Herry W. NAYLOR,

Local Manager.

MOWS. rnf)Aftfr

The catch crop will prove
Do not ruin your horse by compelling him to pull too hard when
young.

ii

Food
Products

i

Crocus grown Id grass dies down so
easily that it does not Interfere with
the lawn.

RECEIVED THE ONLY

Shippers of cattle that show any
fitness tor a fat stock market have no
cause to complain.
A value in hogging down corn
at
maturity in the fall is the enriching of
the soil with the droppings of the

animals.

Powdered

charcoal and coarse sand

fjine

is a purifier

and makes an

ideal wash for the coops, perches and
uests.
Ensilage próvidas a Rood food to be
used as a variety during the winter
months.
Keep all of the late plants well cultivated, stirring the soil to the depth
of only two or three inches.
The cattle market for thin grasey
for
steers has not been satisfactory
sometime
clining.

and prices

have been

de-

Heifers accustomed to the milking
machine from the first do much better than old cows that have been
milked by hand.
for
Some who grow sunflowers
hlckens advocate gathering the heads
storand
nnd thrashing oft the seed
ing it for winter use.

Corn stalks on the ground over winwill decay more quickly than
where allowed to stand, and flat on
the ground they will hold the soil from
rosion on sloping or hilly land.

ter

Save the painful process of dehorn
ing by preventing
the horns from
growing upon the calves. This can be
the little
done by clipping the hair-of- f
knobs and applying a preventive.
In large gardens and on fine estates
the fashion of the day runs to coloring planting out broad masses of
simple flowers where the carefully
studied effect is ln'ended to be in the
natural style.
In pruning raspberries first observe
bow many canes there are In the hill,
and cut out all over three or four. The
number of main canes should be governed by their size and the number
and strength of their laterals.

If the pasture is short in the fal-thThere are few farmers who could
lambs may be turned in the corr
not profitably keep a few sheep. The field to pasture. They
will eat gras
difficulties that stand in the way can along
the fence rows and the lowe?
be easily overcome, and it 1h well blades of the corn,
but they will nol
worth while to make the effort when Injure
the corn in the least.
one considers the benefits from sheep.
On one farm where pure bred poul-

try is the pride of the poultry-yarand
where the heavy laying Btrain Is the
prime object
greater layers can he
produced and the flock can still be
among the top notchers
as pure
breeds.
Many varieties, especially of the
peach, have been brought from the
south and have done well in the
peach-growinsections of the north.
Among these will readily be recalled
Elberta, Thurber, Belle of Georgia and
others. But quite as many of them
have been disappointing.

Land intended for fruit or vegetable
garden should have a heavy dressing
of long stable manure spread evenij
over the ground and deeply plowed
under. This should be done in Octe
her, or before the fall rains set in.
Where there are bare spots in the
lawn sod, sow a little new crop grass
seed nnd rake it in. Before winter sets
in a thick dressing of fine, sifted, rich
manure should be spread over the
grass; rotted manure is the best fer
tilizer.

In selecting stock to he bred for
layers the male birds are quite as
important.
One must be careful that
Corn is too fattening to feed to the the males are descendants from prohens in any great quantity. It causes lific layers. The best layers are alsc
a large number of ailments, such as obtained where the sires and grand
liver troubles ami digestive derange- sires are also from stock noted for
ments, resulting in loss and low egg their exceptional laving.
yields. Gluten, meat, beef scraps,
wheat bran and hulled oats should be
The apple maggot Is a larvae whict
fed regularly to promote health and hatches out into a moth during a pe
egg production.
riod after the apple has fallen to the
ground with a maggot contained with
If at all possible, get the drove of in it. The presence of hogs in the orpigs out on a field of clover or cow-pea- chard in sufficient numbers to conThe hog by nature is a grazing sume the fruit as it falls means the
animal, and it will make the most eco- extermination of the pest.
nomical gains when allowed to forage
In the eastern half of the United
for a part of its living. Hogging oil
Deas and clover also has the advanStates black rot has proven a serious
tage of fertilizing the laud and spread- drawback to grare culture. Humidity
ing it venly over the surface.
is favorable to this disease. More
than 20 years ago spraying was introground
is plowed for duced as a means of combating this
The earlier
tall wheat the better, as it allows and other fungus diseases of vines and
more time for the soli to settle before fruit trees, and bordeaux mixture has
seeding time. Soli in which wheat been the standard fungicide from the
and all other grasses are sown must first. .
be worked down very fine and comThe earlier ground is plowed for
pact in order that a large per cent, of
the seeds may germinate and the fall wheat the better, as It allows more
young plants make early and rapid time for the soil to settle before seedgrowth.
Extra time and labor spent ling time. Soil in which wheat and
in this way will be rewarded in uext all other grasses are sown must be
worked down very fine and compact
season's crop.
in order that a large per cent, of the
may germinate and the young
seeds
There Is no difference In the whipplants make early and rapid growt'
ping qualities of gravity and separaWhen any difference Is Extra time and labor spent In this way
tor cream.
experienced it is due to other factors will be rewarded in next season's crop.
and not the method of getting the
An excellent mixture to keep worms
cream. Cream for whipping purposes
aliould contain at least 20 per cent and other parasitic affection from the
hogs
is as follows: Six bushels of com
butter fat. The best results are ob
tained with cream containing 25 to cob charcoal, eight pounds of common salt, two quarts of
lime
40 per cent butter fat. Pasteurized
cream may be whipped as easily as and a bushel of ashes. Thoroughly
unpasteurized If it Is thoroughly cooled mix and then take one and
pounds of copperas, dissolve It in
and held at 35 to 45 degrees Fahren
heit for at least two hours before hot water and with an ordinary waterCream should whip in ing pot sprinkle the solution over the
whipping.
from 30 to 60 seconds. When a long whole mass and again thoroughly mix.
r
er time Is required there !s danger of Place this solution in a
some of the butter fat separating or where the nogs can reach it at

churning.

to go utrt'wInK in
ami out
Thy way with good deeds, lost It vome
K

CAKKl-'l'L- .

about
That when thou sluilt depart.
full ripe toma
No low, lumenting
be found to
toes for seed. No crooked or smallsay,
sized fruit should be taken if the best The world in poorer since thou went'st
away.
seed is wanted.
nut muke so fair and sweet
The house of clay, some dust shall spread
Sunflower seed is good poultry food.
about
and a few rows of the plants near the When 'death unlocks the door and lets
thee out."
poultry yards are also good for sum
Alice Carey.
mer shade and protection.
Ironing Embroidered Linens.
To keep the boy on the farm, enlist
Have the Ironing table covered with
his Interest, give him something that a heavy flannel, then a white coverhe can call his own, and let him have ing, not too coarse, as the prints of
the profits realized from its sale.
the threads will be seen on the linen
when Ironed. See that the coverings
Do not keep either the young or old are smooth and well secured.
When
horses stabled for several days in suc ready to iron lay the doily on wrong
cession, because they need daily ex- side up, use a heavy moderately hot
ercise for bone and muscle develop iron and iron always with the thread
ment.
of linen. Push the iron from you
when possible and Iron from edge to
A Kansas farmer makes a practice
edge. This keeps the doily straight
hogging
of
down corn by the use of a and ironing on a padded board makes
portable fence, and last year made his the pattern stand out. In ironing
corn thus fed net him 41 2 cents a round pieces iron from the center out,
bushel.
carefully following the threads and
see that no fullness is given. Those
One man claims that for the cost of pieces with lace edges, the centers
a should be ironed first and the lace alharvesting a
field of corn
hog-tigfence can be built around the ways ironed on the wrong side.
field where a cattle fence,
barbed
Where the center has open work or
wire, is already there.
drawn work, stretch with the fingers
gently until of the original stze, then
Raw farm land should have a dress carefully iron it so. Roll dollies or
ing of long manure plowed under In sideboard cloths on pasteboard mailthe fall, and a thick dressing of fine ing tubes as tbey will then be without
otted manure spread broadcast in fold or wrinkle.
the spring and well harrowed in.
Pickling Time.
The custom of hogging down corn in
This Is the time of the year when
the fall of the year has been practiced the spicy odors from the laboratories
for a great many years on American of our cooks greet our nostrils iftid
farms, but it Is only of recent years thrill us with delightful anticipations.
that farmers have come to know its There arc pickles and pickles, but no
definite value.
housewife considers her store compickled
plete without the
The value of humus is emphasized
cucumbers, the sweet pickled peaches
where an old barn, or house has been and pears and a few bottles of catsup.
left standing In the middle of a field,
To be successful in any kind of fruit
as the crops are usually much superipreserving it is necessary that the
or to those on the surrounding por fruit be fresh and firm, all jars should
tions of the field.
be thoroughly sterilized and the re
sults will then be satisfactory If the
Feeding animals need exercise, but recipe is "arefully followed.
not so much as should be given breed
For catsup or canning, tomatoes
ing animals. It is best to promote th
should be gathered In August as later
tendency
toward laziness, allowing in the season they lose their flavor
Just enough exercise to maintain tin and firmness.
health of the body.
Select medium-sized- ,

are good (or ducks.

WOMAN.'

81
i

'l'c'

T OTHINCl . lovelier can be found In
woman than to study household nood." Milton.
"Whether sunned In the tropics or chilled
at the pole
If woman be there, there Is happiness."
Moore.

"A rosebud set with little willful thorns
And sweet as Kngtlsh air could make her,

Tennyson.

she."

Sweet Pickled. Peaches.
Pare the peaches by scalding and
rubbing off tho skin; do not remove
the Btones. Put one pint of vinegar
and four pounds of sugar on to boll.
Divide the following spices after being mixed Into four parts, tie tightly
In a little muslin and add to the hot
vinegar: one teaspoonful of ground
cloves, two teaspoonfuls each of allspice and cinnamon,
ful of ground mnce,

teaspoonounce of
ginger-root- .
Wbii the mixture is hot
add the peaches (seven pounds of
them) and cook until thoroughly scalded. Put the peaches in a stone jar
and pour over the vinegar. The next
day reheat the vinegar and pour again
over the peaches. They may tbm be
covered and set away for winter use.
one-ha-

one-ha-

Grand Prize
(HIGHEST AWARDS)

At

the

FICKLIS

-

Alaska-Yukon-Pacif-

OLIVES

-

Exposition

ic

ALL COMPETITORS ON

AGAINST
CONOIMENTS-CALirORN-

IA

DRItSING-CONDEN-

CANNED
CORNED

BEEF SLICED

Your Grocer Has Them

LATER

AL

LOAF-H-

COUNTS WE LEAD
Insist on Getting Libby's

McNEILL

REALIZATION

FRUIT

MEATS

TONOUE-VEDRIED BEEP-O- X
LOAF -- VIENNA SAUSAGE

WHERE QUALITY
LI B BY,

!PRCU- S- "Vltr-jHtt-lJI-SALA-A

&

LIBBY

Will Seek the South Pole.
Savage Landor, the English explorer, who will soon make an
attempt to reach the south pole, la of
the opinion that Lieut. Shackleton
failed through having a cumbersome
large expedition.
and unnecessarily
Mr. Landor's theory is that a amall
caravan of trusted and hardy men.
lightly equipped as in his expeditions
through Asia and Africa, Is best. Mr.
Landor's nctlvity in aeronautic Investigations gives color to the rumor that
an airship will be used by him fn his
expedition.
A. Henry

Poverty and Consumption. . ,
"I don't see why you make such a
Stuffed Eggs.
That poverty is a friend to consumplie-foThis makes a nice luncheon dish: fusg over every little bill I run up.
tion Is demonstrated by some recent
we were married you told me German statistics, which show that of
Cut four bard cooked eggs in halves,
persons 40 annually
10,000 well-to-dcrosswise: remove the yolks, mash you were well off."
"So I was. But I didn't know It!".
and add two tablespoonfuls of grated
die of consumption; of the same numwell-to-d66; of
cheese, one teaspoonful of vinegar.
moderately
ber only
h
TOTAL
of a teaspoonful of mus
LOSS OF HAIR.
the same number of really poor, 77;
tard, salt and cayenne to taste. Add
and of paupers, 97. According to John
enough melted butter to make the Seemed Imminent Scalp Was Very Burns, the famous English labor leadScaly and Hair Cam Out by Handmixture of the right consistency to
er, 90 per cent, of the consumptives In
shape.
ful! Scalp Now Clear and
Make in balls and refill the
London receive charitable relief in
Arrange in a serving dish,
whites.
their homes.
pour around one cupful of white sauce
New Hair Grown by Cutlcura.
A Rare Good Thing.
and serve.
and can
"Am using Allen's Foot-Eas- e,
"About two years ago I was troubled
Entire Wheat, Nut and Flour Bread. with my head being scaly. Shortly truly say I would not have been without
long", had I known the relief it would
Take two cupfuls of scalded milk, after that I had an attack of typhoid it so my
achina: feet. I think It a rare good
Klve
three tablespoonfuls of sugar, one
fever and I was out of the hospital thing for anvone hnvlnsr sore or tired feet.
Mrs. Matilda Holtwert, Providence, R.
of shortening, one tea- possibly two months when I first nospoonful of salt,
of a cupful ticed the loss of hair, my scalp being I." Sold by all Druggists, 25c. Ask
of lukewarm water. In which a yeast still scaly. I Btarted to use dandruff
Wholesale and Retail.
cake has been dissolved.
Add three cures to no effect whatever.
I had
"What business did you say Miss
cupfuls of entire wheat actually lost hope of saving any hair
and
Caddie was in?"
cup- at all.
flour and two and three-fourth- s
I could brush it off my coat
"Oh, Bhe's In everybody's business."
fuls of white flour. At the second by the handful.
I was afraid to comb
"Wholesale, eh?"
kneading, add one cupful of walnuts. it. But after using two cakes of Cutl"Yes, except when it comes to a bit
cura Soap and nearly a box of Cutl- of scandal. She retails that."
cura Ointment, the change was surMy scalp Is now clear and
prising.
Instant Relief for All Eyes,
healthy as could be and my hair thick- that arc irritnted from dust, heat, san or
my
ever,
wintl,
J'ETTJT'S KVK RALVK. 2Sc. All
mind
er
had
I
than
whereas
Honey Vinegar.
HE ixeution of a joyous, harmoniB
made up to be bald. W. F. Steese, 5812 druggists or liowni-- Bros., Buffalo, N. V.
Add a pound and a half of strained
ous, altruistic home. Is a work
honey to a gallon of water. Keep In sacred enough to win an anKt-- from her Broad St., Pittsburg, Penn., May 7 and
Young man, beware of the peach
or a monarch from his throne. " E. 21, 1908."
a warm place for a few months and harp
who is the apple of your eye. She may
Potter Drug A Chcm. Corp., Bole Props., Boston.
you will have vinegar that will be B. Hurbert.
prove to be a lemon.
nice for salads and ordinary
table
Household Hints.
Definite Location,
uses.
Use a diluted solution of oxalic acid
Mrs. Wlnalow's Roothlns; Syrup.
Every visitor at the new capítol at
tens the Knots, retiuees
Use a whisk broom to sprinkle the to remove fruit stains from the hands. Harrisburg, Pa., who gets as far as For children teethlnir, aof
allays pain, cures wUtduoUu. asosbutus.
clothes, there are then no very wet Get a few crystals and put Into a
registration room, is expected to
the
assume
people
spots.
Some
that hearing Is
small bottle, fill with water and add write his name in a big book, together
water as It is used. It will last for with his birthplace and present resi- just as good as seeing.
years and works like a charm.
dence, says the Troy Times. Not
To remove rust from clothing, wring long ago, when a crowd of excursionout of water and rub on a little of ists visited the grounds and buildings,
the acid; then put on a bit of salt and a stout girl started to register.
now y place in the hot sun. Rinse well, rubACK of the Lout in the
She paused, pen poised in air, and
bing the place to remove all of the called out to an elderly lady, comt lour
And buck of the Flour, the Mill
ac'.d.
fortably seated in a big chair, "Mon,
And hack of the Mill Is the Wheat and
Wash eggs as soon as they come
the Shower
veré vas I borned at?"
shells
and
the
n
market
then
fre
the
And tin Sun and the Father's will.
"Vat you vant to know dat for?"
may be used in clearing coffee and
Maltble Hnbcock.
"DIs man vants to put it in der big
soup.
book."
How to Judge Flour.
Core apples before paring and there
"Ach." answered the mother, "you
The old expression: "The proof of is less danger of their breaking.
know veil enough in der old stone
litsoap,
a
with
scraps
of
may
pudding
melt
Save
the
is in the eating,"
be
house."
well applied to flours, as a poor flour tle soft water, cook until smooth, stir
can nol be made Into good food.
in corn or oat meal and turn Into a
How's This?
house mold.
For the ordinary, every-da- y
We offer One Hundred Bollara Reward for any
Try common glue to enrich the soil ease of catarro that cannot be cured by HaU'a
keeping the bread flour seems nil that
Catarro Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO, Toledo. O.
Is necessary. The whitest flour is by of your ferns.
the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
Wrap everything odorous, as fish, forWe.
no means the best. Choose a flour
the Inst 15 years, and believe him perfectly honand financially
wrung
In
transactions
In
out
all
business
orable
beef,
etc..
cloths
corned
with a creamy color, that falls away
abk: to carry out any obligations made by hta arm.
A Marvin,
when squeezed in the hand. The of cold water. Wrap fruit in paraffin
'Waldi.no. Wholesale Droguista, Toledo. O.
- '
creamy flour is more nutritious as It paper; it keeps much longer, then
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, actum
China for your table in the Family Sisa
directly ulton the blood and mucous surfaces of the
contains the glulen which is an impor- place in the refrigerator.
Faukagea
Testimonials sent free Price 75 .ceou pet
Make small holders to use about the system.
tant part of the wheat, high In nutribottle. Hold by all Dnumlsts.
Take Hall's Family Puis for constlpattoo.
range, of the legs of hose stitched
tive value.
AGENTS: IP I KNEW TOUR NAUTK, I
Would bend you ourttt.Ur sample uuttit. I reo ibiftTt-rTo test the amount of gluten In flour once or twice across to quilt them.
Reaching Life's Goal. .
minute. Let me start you in a profitable bunlnoaa,
to protect the
you want to be somebody in this Tim do not need one cunt of capital. Kxpertonoa
if
tie a few tablespoonl'uls of flour in a Tbey are thick enough
unnecessary. 60 profit. Crvdlt glvrtn. I'reuihirus,
thin piece of muslin, hold It under the hand and thin enough to grasp the world you must assert your individ- man
"'rein tit paid. Chanco to wlntiiOUln oíd extra. Kvery
an ft woman should wrilo mu for free outfit,
tap and wash it until all the starch is smallest utensil.
and assert It in the right direcuality
AY BLACK, rretltleast,
40 Botrrly Btratl, ImIm. 1m4
cookpotatoes
In
turn
dark
When
may
to
yellowish
goal
of
a
substance, elasremoved. A
lead
so that it
tion,
In
milk
ing,
water
to
add
little
the
a
example
appearance,
an
will
and
be
remain;
yourself
is
in
tic
that
honor for
MADE
WEAR THE BEST WAISTS
The gluten in flour being which they are cooked.
for others. Find out what you ought Exclusive New York btylet a season ahead. tklt
the gluten.
Add chopped chives to cream cheese todo, say to yourself: "I must do It," direct
from maker to you. oot-o-Cort half what yon
elastic, expands by the heat, and hold
usually pay for the Inferior,
f data kind. Sand
ing the gas given off by the yeast. and If It is left to ripen for a day the theii begin right away with "I will do today for f rea catalogue and larapla.
well flavored.
SOCIETY QUEEN CO.,
Dept. 6.
SL Louli. Mo.
and keep at it until It is done.
It,"
makes light, tender bread. Flour must cheese will be
A vanilla bean kept in a box of
contain a certain amount of .this 'gluHAVE YOU CHILBLAINS?
a
to
impart
flavor
sugar,
will
delicate
CIGAR
SALESMAN
LVT
good
making.
for bread
ten to be
so. yon will welcome Perry Pavls' Painkiller, with
If
sugar.
ence unnecessary; 1110 nor month and expensóte
ttsMiothlniranil heallnir effect. Kqually (rood for
bites, in 26c tt&c, 600 botUea.
Writ for particulars. Hales Manar, in caro of
Pastry flour which is used for cakes the
BU Louis, Mo-MONARCH CI OAR. CO.,
does not require the gluten, so this Is
Venison Jelly,
After breaking a $5 bill the pieces
removed, leaving a very white flour.
09.
Wt N. U., DENVER, NO.
one peck of stemmed
and are soon lost.
Put
When a little is squeezed in the hand, washed grapes into a preserving ketand the hand then opened, the flour
h
tle with one quart of vinegar and
holds the shape of the hand instead of
cupful each of whole cloves and
falling away as does the gluten flour.
grapes
cook
until the
stick cinnamon,
Whole wheat flour is prepared by are soft. Strain through a double
Ol the pain which many women experience with every
an especial mining process in which cheesecloth or jelly bag. Boll the juice
month it makes the gentleness end kindness always associthe whole grain is used, only the out- 20 minutes then add six pounds of hot
ated with womanhood seem to be almost a miracle.
er husks being removed. Good bread sugar. Cook three to five minutes and
While in general no woman rebels against what she reis one of the most Important of our turn into glasses. This Is very fine to
gards as e natural necessity there is no woman who would
foods and it should be the aim of serve with other' roasts besides vent
not gladly be free from this recurring period of pain.
every housekeeper to make, or cause son. .
Dr. Pierce" B Favorite Prescription make
to be made, good bread. For one
weak women atroni and alck women
thing, we need our standard raised in
well, and Slrea them freedom from pain,
regard to bread. White bread may
establishes regularity, subdues Inflam,
it
Biatlon, beata ulceration and carea
match the tablecloth, but It is not as
Willing to Oblige the Lady.
nal weakness.
wholesome as the creamy colored
He arose In the crowded aisle.
Sick women ere invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter,
breads. A perfect loaf should be
tnt. All correspondence strictly private and sacredlv
shapely, with a light brown crust, fine"I couldn't think of depriving you of
Write without fear and without fee to World's Dispensary Medcon&dential.
grained, every crumb showing, that it your seat," she sweetly said. "Pray
ical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
has risen evenly and of good flavor.
keep it."
If you want a book that tells all about woman's diseases, and how to cure
Good bread results are obtained
He sat down again.
stamps to Dr. Pierce to pay cost ol mailinl
them at home, send 21 one-ceonly by care and attention, and most
well, if you insist upon It,
"Ver
enly, and he will send .you a frm copy of his great thousand-pag- e
illustrated
cooks appreciate the Importance of ma'am," be said in a resigned voice.
Common Sense Medical Adviser revised,
edition, in paper cover.
having good bread. By prauico and "But I've already been carried by my
31 stamps.
In handsome
care any one may be succeufuL
street."

Quaker
Scotch Oats
is the

perfectly

balanced

human food

When You Think

NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
r
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
ROUND
WIRES
ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
A

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.
WESTERN

NEWS.

record of the earthquake shock
at Salt Lake Tuesday was mado by
the seismograph at the Sacred Heart
Cellege in Denver, the disturbance
lasting about half a minute.
It Is reported that a determined effort will be made In Denver to nominate Ruth Bryan Leavltt, daughter
oí William J. Bryan, on the Democratic ticket for member of Congress.
State prohibition In 1912 was de
clarea a possibility by Mrs. Adr'.anna
Hungerford, president of the W. C. T.
U. of Colorado, In her annual address
before the state convention at Pueblo.
Methodists of South Dakota in annual conference have forbidden district superintendents to employ any
preacher who Is in the state for the
purpose of obtaining a divorce from
A

his wife.
Gen. John J. Pershing sailed on the
tiansport Thomas tor Manila to assume command of the military forcea
a Zamboanga, island of Mindanao, the
rene of his former victories ovei the
rebellious Moros.
The entire Canadian asset) of the
New England Fish Company, valued
at $2,000,000, has been transferred to
the Canadian Fish Company of Vancouver, which has been a business
rival of the New England conctm for
years.
"Senator Charles A. Culberson of
Texas will be the opponent of William
J. Bryan for the Democratic nomination for the Presidency in 1912," announced Senator Robert Taylor of
Tennessee in an interview at Spokane,
Wash.
A drouth which extended throughout a large part of the Southwest for
the last two months was broken by a
heavy rain on the 8th inst. In Kanthe
sas, Arkansas and Oklahoma
drouth was especially severe. Much
had resuffering and crop damage
sulted.
Dr. Frederick A. Cook, Arctic explorer, headed the most impressive of
the centennial week pageants at St.
Louis on the 8th inst., when he rode
at the head of the military, historical
and educational parade. The greeting
given the explorer was most enthusiastic
The Denver, Laramie & Northwestern railroad will be graded to Greeley,
fifty-fiv- e
miles north of Denver, by November 1, according to a circular sent
to stockholders . by President Charles
S. Johnson of the road.
The track-layin- g
machine will then be put at
work and the one bridge remaining
to be built will be completed.
The Canadian buffalo park at Wain-wrighAlberta, has been destroyed by
the prairie fire burning in that section
for a week. As the fire burned the
fence surrounding the park tbt: herd
of buffalo, estimated to numbei M0,
and a large herd of elk, escaped. It
is estimated that losses by the fire
will reach Into the millions.
The automobile carrying the Philadelphia Press courier, bearing a message from President Taft to the presiexhl-- .
dent of the
embition, rolled down a thirty-foo- t
bankment into the Snoqualmie river,
Bend,
three miles west of North
Wash., at 7 o'clock on the night of the
6th inst. The occupants of the car
swam ashore.
The Montana State Land Board has
decided to hold in abeyance the matter of forcible ejection of federal forestry officers from the Flathead country land until the courts rule on their
right to do so. This decision follows
a ruling by Secretary of the Interior
Ballinger, in which he holds that the
title to sections 16 and 3G in each
township still vests in the federal government. The state claimed it under
an enabling act.
GENERAL NEWS.
The ninth annual convention of the
Society of Orthodentists
American
opened its sessions at Cleveland, Ohio,
on the 4th inst. Dr. B. Frank Gray,
Los Angeles, was elected president.
The wlrelesji telegraph station at
Honolulu was in communication on
the 8th inst with that at Cape Blanco, Oregon, the westernmost point of
that state. Several long messages
were received. The station at Cape
Blanco Is operated by the government.
Samuel Gompers, president of the
of Labor, who
American Federation
has been in Europe studying continental labor conditions and problems,
returned to New York on the 8th inst.
Increasing bank clearings all over
the country tell an eloquent story of
better business conditions throughout
the United States, according to the
statement issued by R. G. Dun & Company for the month of September,
which shows the clearings for that
month this year to be $13.40,8.778,982,
an Increase of 21.3 per cent, over tho
corresponding month a year ago.

The Boston residence of Gov. Rben
150 Beacon street, in the
Hack Bay section, was burned on the
5th Inst. The loss Is estimated at
S. Draper,

$150,000.

In an interview at Lowell, Mass.,
Gen. A. W. Greely, the Arctic explorer,
expressed the opinion, based on what
has been published up to this time,
that both Cook and Peary reached the
pole.
The National Grain Dealers' Association, In convention In Indianapolis,
declared for rescinding the duty on
wheat from Canada and placed Itself
on record as opposing the federal inspection of grain.
The verdict of the trial court which
found John R. Walsh guilty of misapplication of the funds of the Chicago
National Bank was affirmed by the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals at Chicago on the Dth inst.
As a tribute of their affection and
regard on the eve of his departure on
a trip around the world, friends of
Melville E. Stone, general manager of
the Associated Press, gave him a dinner Tuesday night at the Lotus club
In New York.
Hop growers In central New York
are obtaining unheard of prices for
this year's crop. While the bops a
year ago at this time sold at 9 to 11
cents a pound, the growers are now
receiving 32 to 33
cents and choice
lots have brought 35 cents.
The "treating habit" is bad and can
not be too Btrongly condemned, according to a resolution adopted at the
closing Besslon of the National German Alliance in Cincinnati.
The alliance would have the practice of mon
buying each other liquor stopped.
Matt Henson, Commander Peaiy's
faithful negro Achates for eighteen
months, and who stood with hlui at
the North pole, was honored Tuesday
night at New York by being madi one
of the guests at a dinner in the Union
League club, to which were invited
the officers and the scientific staff. of
the Roosevelt.
Harvard House, at Stratford-on-the-Avothe sixteenth century home of
Robert Harvard, father of John Harvard, founder of Harvard university,
and rescued from decay by the joint
efforts of Edward Morris of Chicago
and Miss Marie Corelli, is now the
property of Harvard university. The
house was presented to and opened by
Whitelaw Reid, the American ambassador, in the presence of a large aud
including
distinguished
audience,
many Americans.
Captain Bernler of the Canadian
steamer Arctic has made public a let
ter written to him by Dr. Frederick
A. Cook, May 23, and delivered to
Captain Bernier on September 1st at
Upernavik, Greenland.
In the letter
Dr. Cook gives an account of his dis
covery of the North pole and the hardships experienced on the return Jour
ney. He also accuses Murphy, Peary's
employe, with bartering his (the doctor's) supplies to the natives "to satisfy Peary's commercial greed."
Abbott Lawrence Lowell took his
place as president of Harvard University on the 6th inst. In outlining his
policies. President Lowell declared
himself in favor of men learning one
thing well, and something of everything. He placed himself on the side
of intercollegiate sports as the only
striking occasion tor the display ot
He also stated his
college solidarity.
belief in the segregation of the freshmen and of the drawing together ot
the ties among upper classmen.
The National Baseball Commission
having charge of the sale of seats for
the world's series games at Pittsburg
between Pittsburg and Detroit, announced Monday that the mail-orde- r
sale of reserved seats was unprece
dented. 18,514 tickets for each gamo
at Forbes field were Bold forty-eigh- t
hours after mail orders were received.
An official of the Pittsburg club announced that $100,000 worth of orders
for seats for the first two games had
been returned, with a notice that no
reserved seats were left.
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Cattle.
Beef steers, grain fed, good
to choice .
Beef steers, grain fed, fair
to medium
Beef steers, grass, good to
choice
Beef steers, grass, fair to
medium
Cows and heifers, grain fed,
good to choice
Cows and heifers, grain fed,
fair to medium
Cows and heifers, grass,
good to choice
Cows and heifers, grass,
fair to medium
Cows and heifers, common

VU'1

4.4005.25

From the cage there
romes a srain
Full of mingled joy
and pain
Tears and laughter,
sighs and mliM,
Echoing the bygtMO

3.7304.35

whiles;
And the song goes
on until
We
words
catch

8.754.50
3.2504.00

that softly thrill
Through the music
of the bird
As a shadow of each

3.25

2.85

word.

1.5002.75
2.3503.10

listen! Hear it

sing

of trees.

We know of no other medicine which has been so successful in relieving the suffering of women, or secured so
many genuine testimonials, as has Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
In almost every community you will find women who
have been restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Almost every woman you meet has
either been benefited by it, or knows some one who has.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., are files containing over one million one hundred thousand letters from
women seeking health, in which many openly state over
their own signatures that they have regained their health by
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has saved
many women from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is made exclusively from roots and herbs, and is perfectly harmless.
The reason why it is so successful is because it contains
ingredients which act directly upon the female organism,
restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials such
as the following prove the efficiency of this simple remedy.

drifting
And
of
winds that seize
Nodding blossoms as

4.5O05.DO
: .2.000 3.00

they run
Heralding the rising
sun;
it sing of
Hear
winds that shake
Jeweled waves upon
the lake,

Stags
2.7503.50
Feeders and stockers, good
to choice
4.1505.00
Feeders and stockers, fair
3.6004.00
to good
Feeders and stockers, common to fair
8.0003.60

And

wondrous

of

blossom-tan-

g

wild
the
Where
gmpes clutch and
hang.

Hogs.
3ood hogs

.

Nfsbit

6.00

6.00

'

Stock cows
Veal calves
Bulls

D

6.007.25

......... 4. 505.00

and canners

Wilbur

And It tells us mora
and more
In its notes that ria

.....7.6O07.C5
Sheep,

Ewes

4.50

3.75

Wethers

..4.5004.75

4.756.26

Yearlings
Lambs
Feeder lambs, f.p.r
Feeder yearlings, f.p.r.
Feeder wethers, f.p.r
Feeder ewes, f.p.r

6.4006.75
6.75 6.10
4.60(3' 5.00
4.25 4.76
.

.

.3.7504.25

Grain.

Wheat, choice milling, per

and soar
As though they would find the goal
Kept from this Imprisoned soul.
Faint and fine the music now.
Rising, falling, as a bough
Rocked upon a sephyr's breast,
Swinging thus a cradle-nea- t.
So
Of
Of
Of
Of

night and morn.
ft sinffB
the Vefty and the thorn.
the wild, wild sweeps of sea.
the clover and the bee.

the mystic woodland hush
Whwe the fairies romp and rush
Through the mazes of their dance
In their olden necroinance.

100 lbs.,
Rye, Colo., bulk, per 100 lbs.,
Nebraska oats, sacked, $1.55.
corn chop,
$1.33;
Corn, In sacks,
sacked, $1.34.
Bran, Colo., per 100
lbs., $1.20.

What? You hear it not? Ah, well,
Thus we break the dreaming spell
That made It both swept and strong-Sunsh- ine
sparkling into song.
And so dies each lilting note
In the little songster's throat.

Hay.
Upland, per ton, $14.00013.00; sec11.60; timothy,
ond bottom, $10.50

AldMan Giddles

$1.57.
$1.15.

Minneapolis, Minn. s "I was a great sufferer from female
troubles which, caused a weakness and broken down condition
of the system. I read so much of what Lydia E, Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound had done for other gulferiiifr women, I felt
sure it would help me, and I must say it did help nie v nder--f
ally. Within three months I was a perfectly well woman.
"I want this letter made public to show the benefits to be
derived from Lydia 13. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
SIrs.JohnO.Moldan,2115 Second St.Horth, Minneapolis,Alinn.
Women who are suffering from those distressing ills
peculiar to their sex should not lose sight of these facts
or doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable
Compound to restore their health.

This, assuredly this I henrd:
I remember!" sang the bird.

15.00; alfalfa, $11.00 0 12.00;
straw, $5.00 6.00; South Park wire
grass, $20.000 21.00.
$14.00

Dressed Poultry.
Turkeys, fancy dry picked..
Turkeys, choice
Turkeys, medium
18
Turkeys, spring
Hens, fancy
Hens, choice
Hens, medium
18
Broilers
13
Ducks
10
Geese
14
Springs ...

20
18

020
15
13
12
820

014
011
015

Live Poultry.
Hens
Roosters
Ducks
Geese, lb

....

Turkeys, lb
Turkeys, spring
Broilers, lb
Springs

12

013

07

12
09
17
15
16
12

Butter.
Elgin, firm
Creameries, ex Colo., lb.... 31
31
Creameries, ex East, lb
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb.. 27
Process and renovated, lb.. 27
Packing stock

013
010
IS
01(1

018
013
30
(Fi

32.

032
2S

0 28
22

Eggs.
Eggs, case count
Eggs, candled, case

6.60

7.0007.20

The Arkansas River Power Com
pany has filed mBps and plans In Fre
mont county for the flume and ditch
It proposes to construct between Sa
llda and Florence. The depth is to be
six feet, the width thirty-sifeet at
WASHINGTON.
NEWS FROM
feet at the
the top and twenty-fou- r
miles and
bottom, its length forty-fiv- e
Lieutenant Colonel Charles A. Var-nu- estimated cost $2,500,000.
The comretired upon his own application, pany will supply power for all uses
ia detailed as professor of military from four power houses, one at the
science aud tactics at the University mouth of Texas creek, one at Howard,
of Maine. He is relieved from duty one at Coaldale and one at Parkvale.
with the organized militia of Idaho.
The Incorporators are F. M. Tomlin-son- ,
Commission
The Panama Canal
Peter O'Drlen and E. C. Hiatt.
asks appropriations aggregating
There is a fall of 1,218 feet in the
for work on the canal during river between the site of the first and
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1910. fourth power houses, which will give
Colonel Goetbals, chairman and chief power to operate the machinery of
engineer of the commission, has de- half the mechanical plants of southern
'
clared the great waterway will be Colorado.
completed by January 1, 1915, and
cost
the
at
total
has estimated
The Hampshire Down sheep of the
Wyoming experiment station at the
Conservation policies have received Seattle Exposition have been awarded
universal indorsement and there is no five first premiums, two second premiums ahd one third premium. . The
foundation for the statement that conservation would retard the develop- ewe, which received the grand prize,
ment of the country's natural re- has taken the grand prize at two state
to Thomas R. fairs and figured in three other grand
sources, according
Shlpp, secretary of the national con- prizes.' She has twin lambs at Seatservation commission and of the Joint tle, each of which has taken first precommittee on conservation, who has miums. The experiment station has
been on a tour from Boston to San fifty sheep at the Exposition, repreFrancisco in the interest of conserva- senting several breeds, which are to
tion work.
be Judged.
With the removal from Fort Myer,
Va., of the Wright aeroplane, owned
There is great activity at Casper In
Casper niouu-talby the government, to the new aero- asbestos development.
has rich deposits of this mineral
drome at College Park, Maryland, the
fibre, and several companies have
work of teaching the signal corps officers of the army was begun in ear- been formed to mine and market tho
nest. Wilbur Wright is the instructor. product. They are composed for the
proThe world's rifle shooting record on most part of Casper business and
fessional men who .have the utmost
d
range was equalled on the confidence
a
in the future of the asbes7th Inst. by Lieut. Charles M. Putnam, tos field. One asbestos factory is beDistrict of Columbia National guard, ing erected and others will be built
retired, who scored 47 hits out of a soon, so that inside of five years Caspossible 50, while taking part in the per promises to become as famous for
Iter output of asbestos as she has been
annual rifle competition.
for sheep an. I wool.
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If It Isn't a man
who wants to tell
you that he takes
a cold bath every
morning It is one
who insists on
telling you he
eats two apples
every
night at
bedtime.

2s,

Most of us ex
pect our friends
to be iiouest, except when It comes to
our personal characteristics.

is

"WEAR LIKE IRON "
They Wear best where the wear
, is hardest.
Made of selected
leather specially tanned to resist
ifYiti.. OS'fT exactly the kind of wear a healthy
M
boy or girl will give them.

Mayer Special Merit School Shoes

There are men who brag about their
poor memories.

1

I read a magazine

I
I
I

axe made to fit a child's foot in a comfortable, natural way
that will prevent foot trouble in later years, yet they i
stylish and good looking. Only the genuine have the
Mayer Trade Mark stamped on the sole.
FREE If you will send us the name of a dealer who doa swt
handle Special Merit School Shoes, we will send you.fr. post- paid a handsome picture, sise 15x20, of ueorge Washington.
We also make Honorbtlt Shoes for men.

UX

THEY
VA
1V
WEAR
LIKE IRON JfiK

When a woman marries a man to
reform him she may as well count on
being a reformer the rest of her life.

Leading Lady Shoes, Martha Washington
Comfort Shoes, Yerma Cushion bhoes ana
Work Shoes.

F. MAYER BOOT & SHOE CO.
WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE

Cure for Sore.weak ft Inflamed Eyes.

A Certain

H

MITCHELL'S

When a woman who does her own
cooking reads a story in which the

SALVE

MAKES THE USE OF DRUGS UNNECESSARY!
FOR

PINK EYE

SPOHN MEDICAL CO,

SICK HEADACHE
CARTERS

Positively cared by
these Little Pills,

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, In
digestion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perfect rem
edy for DUsineaa, Nausea, Drowsl nesa. Bad
Taste in the Mouth, kat
A Spree In the Cooperage.
ed Tongue, Pain lfi the
across the
kef? was Kayly rolling
Th
Side, TORPID UVEK.
cooper s floor, the chmk was trying rhey regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
pdR
In
door,
tltrouKh the
vulnlv to
The hoKshead vowed 'twas easy to do the SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

The Wretch.
"You have deceived me!" sighs the
trusting wife.

How?" deDeceived you?
"I?
mands the surprised husband.
"You have been telliig me '.he
truth about where you speed your
evenings."

Price, 25

Cen'is.Dv.
DISTEMPER
CATARRHAL
FEVtK
AND ALL NOSE
AND THROAT DISEASES

Cures the sick snd acts as a prerentlTe for others. Liquid giren on
thetooffue. Safefor brood mares and all others. Best kidney remedy ; N
cents and $1.00 a bottle ; Í6.0O and S1U.U) the uoxen. Sold by all druggists)
and horse goods bouses, or sent express paid, by the manufacturera,

heroine bosses four or Ave maids
about she begins to think that her
husband
doesn't love her as he
should.

loop-- t
the barrel sang a
merry stavo that ended with a hoop:
soon
was
arrested and iinnn
crnwd
The
Into the Jail their friend, the water
bucket was shortly giving ball.

9

Two layers of leather aro sewed In at
the tip instead of one, to prevent ino
toes kicking out. l he soles are
of extreme toughness.

Mrs. Luke Podmore has ordered her
winter dress made with short sleeves,
but she Is worried to death because
Luke won't begin wearing
his fall
overcoat already.

Drawing the Line.
"Doctor," says the lawyer, "will you
kindly examine the defendant, who Is
seated within two feet of you, and tell
the jury whether in your opinion he "
"Sir!" haughtily interrupts the emi.
nent expert. "I will examine any and
all hypothetical questions you may
wish to "ask, but I wish to inform you
thut what vou suggest is in the highNo, sir!
I
est degree unethical.
cannot do it."

.

SCHOOL
SHOES

Ezra Tlmmons calls himself a patriot, but that isn't any excuse for his
waking people up in the middle of the
night to tell them what he would do
with Cuba.

clear through the
other night, advertisements and all,
and then sat for an hour trying to
think what was peculiar about it. At
last 1 figured it out; nothing bad been
exposed in that issue.

,

OlTTLE

1ÍIVER
JIpmlls.

Bear
Signature

Genuine Must

CARTERS

SITTIE
I VER
R PILLS.

i
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ChemUto,

GOSHEN, INDIANA

PROOF in tho

ñlornhtgl

Wo tell you about how pood yon MI
feel after taking a CASCARET
that millions of people buy, usa
and recommend them But that's
talk you buy a box now take as
and get the pmof
directed ht
in the morning After you know
never be
you'll
CASARET3
without them.
tit
CASCARET9 toe a box for m week's
t'eatment, oil druggist!, nipgesit seller
in the world. Million boxes mon 111.

.

RANCH LANDS

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

Write for map and illustrated booklet

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

mm

CiMntt
íTimouf

aud beautifies
a iaxuni.ni

tha hair.

tcmlp

ki

DEFIANCE STARCH

J. T. MERRITT,

Manistee. Mich.

frrowui.

uray
Nrrer taFalls to
llfiwrtColor.
líilr lt Ymithfiil

Cuni

NKAU CUK'AtJO-S- Ix
dollars an arre thia
year nl. ;nlialfn and clover sur vnipn,
no bit-Innd fur general farming and
fruit. SpU'iHlid climate ; pure witter. One
niirlit froin Chtci.gti by rail or boat. Easy

hair

ftUUiig,

never sticks
W tllS

IfVU.

F. Cot eman, Wash--

Iniftnn, 1.C
PATENTS WBtitn
ttamirt-- d wtth

urs sjastUss

t

Thompson's

buolcf Irtw. Iltxh- -

ye Water

a

proromuif. Tj i coma
touched
ay something, do something, to help
to make It easier for you1 Hut I
P. Aldrldch,
(Rev.
can't, and it it hurta rue, loo. Oh,
and County Herald.)
at me once in Uriend-ir-fs-

Ft. Sumner Irrigation.

a

foigver.t.os!"

April tfrii'ght was- setting
about us, and In Its shadows I turned
to her.
"Can you do me the Injustice to believe that I have anytbing but friendliness for you, dear?" I asked. "I am
a poor whimpering thing to trouble
you tike this now to let you see."
We had reacted the steps of ber
house, aad as we mounted them she
slipped ber hand through my arm
with a little pressure, then quickly
withdrew It.
"No, no, you are not that," sbe pro
tested warmly: "you aro n'.l that I
considerate and kind and good,
and
"If I were yielding you to any onc-els-e
" I blundered.
"Don't!" she- cried; "you have your
own little shrine In the temple of rr.y
heart, and I don't want you to dethrone yourself at the last. This Is
Is the last, you know.
Oood by. I
can't ask you in. and wo shall not
meot again before I g V
"Yet I think," said I, "that T will
r say aood-by.She looked at rre qucstlonlpitly.
"Do you tl.lnlt leaving out a good-bmakes a separation seem kss
real?" sbe smiled.
"This one would set the seal upon
too many things," I replied.
She regarded me curiously there In
the dim light of the old door-v.nthen bent ber head distractingiy until
1 could see only ber Hps
and her
rounded chin. That the Hps trembled
a little I could have sworn, but rei
voice was steady, although It was so
low I could scarcely bear It.
"The seal was set long ago," sl;e
said. And tor just an lUBtatt we stood,
her fingers In mine; then she withdrew them and went la and left me.
I hailed a cab and went at once to
Henrietta Winvanky. I found ber
going over her charity accounts in her
brother's study, looking miserable and
A lovely

íír'riff ..wccr
t he.-

8YN0PSI.
tory opens

surroundings.
Her eyes were
feverish hfid I could see at once that
she was very tired.
"Are you walking home? I asked.
"5íay I come along?"
She looked at me. hesitating.
"I don't think you bad better," she
said. "I am hurried and croes and

with

CHAPTER I. The
cene at a box party. Mm Henrietta
Wlnstanley, ister oí Bishop Wineianler
overheard Banker Ankony propone to
Barbara Hemmsray, whose brother Pan.
was in his employ. Dan was one of the
town's popular young men. Dsn
st me nervousness when Attorney Torn
Twlnlnc told him Barbara refused

"

te
Twinlii.

t-minded."

following

CHAPTER

day, in the presence of
cused Dan of loo'lnjr the
ing refu jd to prost-cuteAm.ony to postpone

co-

báiik.

ac-

Twin-

Barbara
starting

learned of the
ana Burilara. He

CHAPTER
encasement of Ankuny
congratulated both.
y
CHAPTER IV. He visited Mis
and round her almost in ttars. lie
told her be had loved her. but fearedy
ailectlon.
prematurely announcing
actions - alone she told him s;;e recipro-

i

"I've seen you ail three and still
found you fairly"
"Oh. don't muster out any silly com-- !
plimerits," she broke in quickly. "I
know that In my , present, mood !
couldn't inspire a genuine one; so
don't try to palm off any sruriors
ones on r.f. I'm rot In the h.'.mor to
But you may
bo easily deceived.,
come alone If you're sure you don't
Perhaps It's lust as well;
mind.

cated.

Dines,
CHAPTER V. Mrs. Anson
by
wealthy widow, proposed a marriage
proxy with Bishop VWnstanllej . The latbistwp
Twining.
The
with
ter
.
...
. . consulted
1,
M.aa
m
........
iiau wtu Vl
Streeter.
CHAPTER VI. Dan consulted the attorney, saying his sister was determined
she actuto marry Anltotiy. declaring
ally loved the banker, though he could
not help believing she was making a sacrifice to save hun from Jail,
CHAPTBrt VII. Miss Winttenley. finding a pressed rose in the bishop's book,
luve num..
sceuicfi
Dines sailed for
CHAPTER Vni.-Ml- -s.
TwiAmerica. Miss Wlnstanley informed upon
ning that Mrs. Dines was Intent
Stepping toe marriago oí uiruara
ia
Ankony.

árrlred as tliree cuya ueiu.ee, to our
great Impatience, arriving ou'.y the
:

day but one before the wedding
tn tro out: and aa the
bishop was away from town on a trip,
which annoyed and puzzled his elBter,
It fell to my lot to accompany her to
meet Mrs. Dines.
It had been years since I had aeen
that lady and then but once and briefly, but I knew her the moment she
so exactly
came down the gang-plank- ,
been sure alie
did she look aa I
would; a large, ruddyish woman, In
an Indifferently tailored cheviot, with
a man's keen eyes, a wuman i no-- e,
the copious chins of the bishop's description, and a mouth inclining sightly to gentleness, with a firm jaw: the
brusque, direct woman that one finds
la a thousand. She bad come easily
Into success, as the blahop bad said,
and one could, see that if Anson Dines
tad not accomplished anything for
hirr.teif, she must have accomplished
It for blm, since a women built in ber
cald nú ím.m been a failure nor
rove slowed the man she Berried to
remain one.
"I am 111," sbo said tit once, as we
coved to meot her and she stooped to
o.fer a grayish check to her
l!ps.
"The passage was frightfully
rough. 1 don't know when I've had
such a trip. I must get home and to
bed."
She nodded brleCy when I was presented to her, declined rite arc I
proffered, and. when we bad finally
got to the carriage, leaned back and
closed her eyes, maln'atnlus an absolute silence except when she aroused
herself to answer irlefly some question in the flow of MIm Wlnstanley's
solicitude, ft was evident that nial
de mer did not leave ber In the most
amiable spirits In the world.
Henrietta Wlnstnnley sank lower
and lower in her corner of the
looking at me with appealing
and dejected eyes. It was no wang
der; to have waited all these
days on Mrs. Dines and then
In.
to have her arrive
this undone
and uncomr.'iiili-atlvcondition was
enough to sink even her buoyant spirits.. For myself, I felt the hopelessness of the wbo'a affair as I had felt
It from the beginning.
As we neared the Wlnstanley ho se,
M?ss Wlnstanley said, quite casually:
"By the way, Hannah, the
Invitations are out day

ti

af'er
"What!" cried Mrs. Dines, and her
eyes flew open on the Instant. "Why
"in't you tell me at ones? I had nc
Idea It was to be so soon. I must
see Dean at once."
Dean was her agent end adviser.
Miss Winstanley
Immerevived
diately.
"Are you able?" she Iniuired tenderly.
lira. Dines nodded, swa'Jowed hard
ar.d tried to sit up. She wao greenish grev and looked frightfully ill.
"It Isn't a question aa to that," she
declared; "I must see Dean this morning, at onoe. Aren't we almost home?"
"You see she baa come fortiüed."
said Mies Wlnstanley to rre, na I was
leaving, after having assisted
Mrs.
Dinea into the honae.
1 went back to my office and man-ageto put In the rest of the morning
and part of the afternoon, but my
nerves were ragged cnJ my alarm as
to Mrs. Dines' condition was very real.
Miss Wlnstanley had mentioned the
phyclclan she meant to callr and I
went round to see blm lato In the Art
to Inquire as to bis patient, but hit
report of her was not at all encotirar
lng and ! almost wished I bad stayer!
away. He thought It probable tbat
she would not be out of lid tor a fortnight.
Towsrd evening, as I came ojt of
my c!ub and starred through tnlon
square. I became sudden'? conscious
o
ot a slender familiar
ahead of
me, and, hastening, overtook Barbara.
She was walking rapidly, and s! e
turned at my salutation with a sia.t,
aa if her thoughts fcr.d been fir ir-- j --.

Che Looked at Me Questlonlngly,
there Is I have just posted- you
note to say éood-ty.- "
"Goud-by!- "
I gasped.
"Where In
tbo world are you going?"
' We sail for London
Mr. Antony has been called there by
Important business.
We are to be
íüarrltu at noon.' It's very sudden,
Isn't it? 1 feel ai i( I had- been
caught up by. a huge whirlwind
that wouldn't let me down."
You sail tomorrow!"
I repeated.
She nodded. "It was only a matter
of a few weeks a most." she said.
1 echoed
inannly.
"But
She did not reply, (iaiherini? her
skirts out of the way of the fountain
spray that drifted aoross the asphalt,
she kept her eyes resolutely alieaii.
The roar of Eroadway was In
ears.
Through Fifteenth street the late sunup
poured,
came
and a mist
shine
from the bay. River whistles .blew,
and here and there an electric light
sprang out. Walking hurriedly and In
Eroadwuy
silence we crossed
and
came Into the kindling shadows of the
turning
presently into
Fifth avenue.
"And your nute?"I asked.
"Was only to say good-band explain our hurried departure.
We are
so sorry to not have you all with us
at. tl.e marriage, as we bad erpected.
Even Dan may nut get to town Ui
time. I wired him at once, of course,
but I'm afraid he can't mate It. Anil
Bishop Winstanley is eway! It Ib all
unsatisfactory! ' I had never
30
thought to Lavo anyone marry nie but
hlra, you know. I'm afraid It will
neeai a sort of makeshift ceremony,"
with a little sigh.
"Suppose something should come tin
to rreveal your sailing?" 1 asked, with
an uncontrollable Impulse.
She turned to me quickly, an odd
look In her eyes, but in the Rama Instant It faded and she lifted the shield
of an impersonal smile.
"That la quite improbable. I nev-;- r
think of such things. Some people do,
know. But In this case we are
quite ready. Mr. Ankony Is rushing bis preparations through, and I
s
had even this
breathing
space, so I walked through the old
Square for the last time. Docs that
sound ghastly?" she asked, with a
smite. "But 1 dare say It will never
seem quite the same again."
Her tone was light, but It held the
pang of sadness. Was It only the sadness that a woman must naturally feel
at such a time, I asked myself, or
did It hold all the ache and bitterness
that Henrietta Wlnstanley still stoutly contended that It did? I looked at
her keenly, and, feeling my glacie,
she put up a quick, Impatient hand to
her cheek.
"It isn't nice to stare at a bride-elec- t
like that on the eve of her wedding,"
she said "Don't you know that? She
is always cross and pale and nervous.
It Isn't fair."
"Forgive me; but
I can't look at you nor for
weeks and months perhaps.
Oh. I
know I'm hurting you! I'm a beast to
in it. But a man can't mask a thing
orcver. And It hurts. God! bow It
hurts to think of your going!"
"Does that make it any harder the
go'.ag?' sbe asked.
"It Is the suddenoss of It," I said
dully, and we walked a little way iu
silence. It was she who broke It.
"1 am so sorry!
so sorry!"
..(
In the 'ovefit, pnítcít voire, md
- '
-- ;
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la U
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"Have you heard?" I demanded at
once.
What Is
"Nothing.
Not a word.
there to uear?" sbe cried, with kindling excitement.
"She sent you a note, too, I suppose. It must have been delay .d."
"Who sent me a note? Do fry to be
a little lucid, won't you? Wbat bas
happened?"
It all happens to"Nothing yet.
Aniouy is to marry Barmorrow.
bara at coon and sail with her by
I
the Deutsch'.and la the nfternoon.
How is Mrs.
have Just seen her.
Dines? Dare we hope "
She caucht me by the arm at!d
shook it In her as'.tatioa.
"Dean has wsrned him! Don't you
that he was
see? I to'.d Hannah
Ankony's frier-- before ho bocame I:cr
exactly
vrhat he han
attent. That's
done. You see, she sf'J' for tStn jre
;;;
a
ui'c'sy a:id nade V.-of papen that she went over v !th
u;ui.
Tl use papers Incriminate Ankony. '":! noun lias warned him. If
mar
tes Barbara, ha knows ti at
he
him.
Mrs. Dines will not prosecute
He'll be safo forever as Barbara's
hur.and And so he baa the double
motive In carrying ber off; be wants
her, and he wants to stop Hir.naa.
But we'll see whether be can do it or
1
not. Wo'll see. Walt for me.
must tell her at once."
Sbe ran from the room ar.d pattered
I heard the excited
up the stairs.
babble of their voices from a room
above, and ber brltk steps as she
paced the floor over my head.
I was as excited as sbe and Impatient of any delay, but they did not
keep me waiting long, ar.d w hen she
came again ber checks were burning
like a girl's.
"She'll stop blm," she declared. In a
d
voice that trembled In its
own elation. "She says she can do It.
You leave It to her.
Bhe'll attend
to It."
"But is eha able? Ir.n't s'ae abed?"
Sh? laughed out sharply.
"My dear, If she wt-r- a
dead she'd
send ber spirit back to outwit him.
That's what eae'd Co."
"What has she come arsed with?"
t mused.
She shook her head. en'illtiT.
"Fomething that will do the work,"
she declared; "you may re'y on'tbat."
And rhe put ber hands In mine and
smiled ft fleshing sml'.o up nt me.
With her assurance ringing in my
ears and all my nerves throbbing, I
'eft her. a;'.d went home and tried to
dine, nnd tt.cn to sleep, but could do

HOTEL de CAMP.

in Roosevelt

The first thing that greets one
on coming; to Fort Sumner is the
water of Sumner Lake, which
tells the visitor at once of the
new day that has come to that
section through irrigation. t The
waters of the '.Pecos;Ri,Vér are
"
turned into this lake. A .j'Ump
house is built upon the lake shore
next to town, from which the
waters of the lake will be pumped into a big ditch which makes
possible the irrigation of some
eight thousand acres in addition
to the 6,000 acres which are already being watered direct from
the Pecos. So here is a town
with a present and ft future--fo- r
wherever it is possible in this
splendid climate to flood this rich
aud resourceful soil with an
abundance of water, there a city
can be built, markets and manu
facturing interests established,
to, say nothing of the reduction
of farming to an exact science
and robbing it of iu baleful clement of hazard. And ihey are
already bringing things to pass
at Fort Sumner. Five crops jof
alfalfa which, have, amounted to
one and one-ha- lf
tons to the acre
each cutting, and which is being
sold for from $15 to $18 per ton
is one, but only, one, of thp concrete results . which speak for
themselves. And it is hard to
make any one who enjoyed the
recent Melon Day at Fort Sum
ner, believe that any oihtr spot
of God's green earth ever produced such an abundance and
such quality of, melonr.
garden vegetables of all
kinds grow luxuriantly, as als'i
corn, oats, potatoes, ect. '.'And
what shall we say about land values?
Attention
Portalesites!
You may believe it is "hot air,"
but the facts are there to show
for themselves.
That, 14,000
acres of land now under water
only in part, and which was
worth but five dollars an acre
less than five years ago, is bring
ing $125 an acre now and people are trying to run over .each
other in t he race to, get there
first to buy. My! but wouldn't
that price for about forty acres
of your 160 acres around Portales
do your soul good, and help yonr
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CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior, United States Lsni

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Dflpmrtment of the I titer dr, U. S.
Roswelt. N. M.
Notice U heneby give that John
of Amide, Caudalupe Cunnty, N.

Office.
KoFei. New Mexico, Aug 2!. WÜ9.
A Biifflcientconiefft
aiiiriav.t having heen filed in
,
aginat
thisothce by Lucinda V. 1 roiu,
Homestead Ectty nu 4HV2, mcde Feb. 10, i90i', lor
Hectfe-- t 21. Town em ip 8 n. Kanaru 27 K.
by Dick Carpenter Comcaree, in which it. t alleged
has whvily abandnn-- !
that: the ask) Di;k Carpen
ed baid tract, lhat lie has clitnifoü hia residence
therefrom for more thsn ttix mouths since m&kmv
said entry; that aai'l trai l is not nettlef uju-and
cultivated by said pan y ra required hv law and
that he has been absent now more than t:iree year
and hits causeo alt of hia improvement to b t
moved thereirom
sai'l

Land Office

at

F..

Wi;r.

M
who, on
March iTth, IÍH8, made homestead Entry, 1450.
Serieat No. 014355. for Northeast quarter. Section
Towmhlp N, Renre 25 F, Principal Mere-dia- n,
1
haa filed notice of Mb intention to make final
Commutation proof, to eatablih ela!m to the Unci
,
U. S.
aboVe dencribed, before W. M. Wedding-tonCommissioner, al Ricardo, N. M,, on tho 25th day
of November. lf9.
Jamee Brown,
Claimant name an witr.caftcs:
G. W. Houw, William Joiim. L. A. Johnson, all
of Anude. N. M.
T. C. Tülottwn, Eiater.
V,
Oct.

'

parties are hereby notified to appear, respond,
UMithin said allegation at W
and offer eniriLTt-D. J. Tow nley. U. S.
a. m. on Oct. 27, Iíi9. beio.-Coinr. at La Lamie, N. M. fund that final hearmgr
U
will bo held at ''clock a. m. before tit Prpiafer
and Receiver at the Un.en Htetcr. Lmd Office in
Ituswell. N. M. on November h Hkf9
The said contestant hni'ine, in s proper affldnvr.
. se torta i.c'rt tvnich Bbov tnal
flileü
servk of this nottc."
alter due üíiarcpe
can not bo mtwc it ip hereby oaiered and dtrevTeH
that such noL'c he iTon by out; ami .ror-pubhcaiiot.
Hejrílter.
T. C.
Uabold Huhd. hciter.

Serial 08224
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
OÍ!.c j
Department of the ln'fivior. U.
at Ros well. N. M., Au S, l&ffi.
C!.
Smith,
of
hereby
Se.ncr?s
in
Ccil
uiveii
that
Notice
Banks. N. M- who. on Sept. 2n, 1907, iiiade Ilume-stca- d
Entry 2iMM Serial no. 0b224, for nw
14 Sec. 14,
and
e
4 north, ttanffe 26 K,
e
Sec, 2 Town-miCONTEST NOTICE.
N M p Meridian,
has tiled notice f intention to
claim
Department of the Intcvu r, U. S. Land Office
make Fnal Commutation Proof, to eotablidh
Santa Fe. N. M. Sep. 10. JDOft.
to tho land above deflcribd. tt'.re Ü. J. Town ley,
body too?
A sufficient conum affidavit havintr been fled 'r
U. S. CoiM',, at hie oitice in La Landfi, N. M., oil
this orflfe by Flora M. Cooper, ''ntesuint, against
the 12th dayof October, .
T-- W. Norman
HomeHteadKntry.no. 14133, made Junft ft, láoS.
Claimant names aa wítneHsra:
Section 12, Township 2 n. Range 20 w,
of La Lantie, n. U., F. P. Hawkins, J. C. Smith fur
N M P Meridian, by Lewis Burhank. Conten tee, in
TO CONSUMPTIVES.
and TV J. Baker, of Banks. N. M.
T. C. TUlotson, Register.
which it is allege, that aaid Iev. ia Burbank haa
Edward A. Wilaon's Prep era titm of HrphMpM-t- e
wholly abandoned anid land for mor thm mx
oct 2
.,
lut aug-and Blodsetti from th original formula la
months Inst past next rret'tedinii Sep 7. 19 9, dat
of said contrst affidavit vnd wan nut at said tim
the Sovarign Remad? for Consumption, Asth.i regkling upon and cultivating
the same, said par- ma. Catarrh, LaGilppa. Coughs. Golds, and
Serial 07703
tits are hereby notified to appear, respond and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
offer evidence touching said allegation at 10 o'- all Throat and Lung MalirJies.
a. m. on N.tr. In, lijfl, before Frank M. Patrt
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office clock
Thouaands of people nay they have relievU. S. Comr., Buchanan. N. M. (and that final
a. Ros well, N. hi., July 30, 1S09
oaring will be held at 10 o'clock a. m. on Nov, 2
ed by it.
Notice m hereby iven that Ira C. Smith, of h1909,
iKtiore) the Keg;stir and Receiver at the U.
N. v., who, on Aujr. 16, líMfl, made HomeThose who have used ft will have no eth Banks.Entry
S. Land Office tn SanU Fe, N. M.
e
9772, Serial No. 0770, for
The said contestant having In a proper affidavit,
er, and reccommend it to their fallow suf- stead
s--e
e
and
filed Sep 10, 1909. set. forth facts which show that
Sec. 23. Township 4 n Range 2ti B, N at F Mefers.
ridian, han filed notice of intention to make Final after due diligence personal service of this notice
It hui cured many after they were given Commutation Proof, to establish claim to the Wnd can not be made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that
such notice be given by due and proper
up as incurable by their phyaicions.
above described, before D. J. Ton nicy, U. S. nuDiication.
in La Lands, N- U.. on tha 7th
For full particulars, tentifnoniala, etc., address Comr. at his office1909.
Manual R. Otero, Register.
nay of October.
S3
Sep oct
C. A. Abbot, Sole Agent,
F. P. Hawkins.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. K. Leonard; All of
T.
Long,
baker,
L.
J.
J.
60 Ann Street, New Yrok City, N. Y.
Banks, N. M.
T. C. Tillotson, Register,
Seria!
ast
tiArtrr rnn
net 2
first pub Aujt
run nftnMilTlnu

'

numc

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

rubuuuiun.

Department of the Interior, United State. Land
Offlee at Roinoll. N. M., A lie- 16, 1909.
Notice ia hereby siven that Houston E. Land,
of La Lande, N. M.. who. on June 1. 196, made
Homestead Entry 8663, Ser. No. 06169, for
ec. 3. and on March 23, 1908. made H. E. 24S71,
S.r. no. OFJbS, for Lota 1 and 2 and a 12 e
SMtion 4. Township 4 N. Ranir. 27 s. N H r Meridian, haa Aled notice of intent ion to r.iake Final
Commutation Proof, to establish proof to the fond
above described, before D. J. Townley, U. S. Co
missloner, at his office in La Lande, N.
on the
23th day of October. 1909.
Claimant ñamas aa witnesses; J. T
onff. T J
Baker' J. B.,McGehee. E. L: Catea; ail of La
Lande N. M.
T. C. TUlotapn. Resutor.
aep4 octS

6490.

CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior, 11. 8. Land Office.
Koswell, N. M.. Aug. 30. 1909.
A sufficient contest affidavit having been filen in
this otñce by Karl F. Insley,, contestant, against
, made Sept.
Leconte Walker, H. E. no.
4
Section 33,
, 1908,
for UeO acres) N-Township 2 N, Range 26, by Leconte Walker, conten tes toe, in which it is alleged that Leconte Walker, has failed to establish his residence upon aaid
land, and thai said tract is not settled upon, cultivated and improved by said party as required by
law, said parties ara hereby notified to appear,
respond, and offer evidence touching asid allegation at lu o'clock a. m. on October 27, l&nj. before
W. M. Wedriinurton, U. S. Comr. at Ricardo, N. M.
nd that final hearing will be held at&o.clock a.
m.on November 6, 1909, before) the Register and
Receiver at the IT. S. land Office in Rcswell, N. M.
noitbci--.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATJON.
The said conteatant having, in a proper affidavit,
filed Aug 30, 1909, set forth facts which show that
Department of tha Interior. U. 8. Lind Offica
personal service of this notico
diligence
due
after
at Santa Fa, N. M., Aug. 2Srd. 1909.
CMAPTEíl X.
cannot be made, it is hereby ordered and directed
given
Notice is
Lawrence E. Coleman,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
that such notico be given by due and proper publ- of Ricardo. N. M., who;that
011
Feb. 28, 1908. made
ication.
Fntry, No. 13U62. Serial 06809. forn
At en vnc.irthly bour t!ie nest mornHomestead
DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOn. U. S.
T. C. Tillotaon, Register.
e
e
e- Section
ing Ankoay 6ent for me to go over LAND OFFICE AT SANTA FE N. M.Oct 4th,
16
Sep
27, Township
n. Range 24 e. Principal Meridian,
nroo last company affairs with blm.
filed
has
notice
of
intention
final Cummu-tatio- n
to
make
Notice hereby inven that James O. Reed, of
proof,
to
claim
establish
to
the
land
above
He looked as If he bad slept as little Ricardo N. M who on Jenuary 17th., 19(18. made
described, before W. M. Wedding-toU S Comr,
Hineatead Entry No. 1287!, for North half North
as I. and was esce.edlnr;;y nervous.
at Ricardo N, M. ,on the 1 at day of Nov, 19na
KOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
West quarter. Section 18, Townrhip 2 North.
Claimant names as witnesses:
M. L. Todd
"Miss Htnlngrny wrote you that we Ranire 21 Eart. N M Prncipal Meridian, han filed
Department of the interior. U. S. Land Office Sam Squyera. J. N. Line L. li. Kenady.
notiiee of his intention to make final Commutaare to be married at noon," he said. tion
All of Ricardo N. M.
N. M.
Droof . to eatabliBh claim to the land above at RoHwell.
Notice ia hereby sriven that Roy H. Starr, of
Manuel R Otero, Register.
"We sail by tbo Deutschland.
This described, before W. M. Weddington U S. Com- - Schroeder
N. M.. who, on October, 31t.. 17,
K:cardo,
on
ox
ner,
M
Z3ra
day
N.
at
the
business which Is taking me will ad- tmasu
made Homestead Entry, No. 13KB. Serial No.
Mov ember.
18, Township
Section
Ü1S2B8. for Northweat
mit of no delay. It Is awkward, comClaimant namea as witnesaea: E. C. Mitchell.
1. South. Rome 22. Eaat, N. tí. P. Meredian.
Contest 96
Serial 023O8
ing just at this time. There are sev- G. W. Zimmerman. J. H. Singer, Walter How- haa fied notice of hia intention to make
ell, all of hkardo. N. M.
make final commutation proof, to aatablieh
CONTEST NOTICL
eral affairs I shall have to leave unManuel R. Otero, Revistar,
described, before rank
claim
above
to
land
the
oct 16 nov 20
Deparment of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office at
settled here, but I'll explain them to
at SchroeN. Pase, U. S. Court Commiaaioner.
Santa Ke, N. M. Sep. 20, 1909.
der" N. M on the 2Cth. day of November. 19U9.
you. and you can keep an eye on them
A sufficient, contest affidavit having been filed In
William W.
Clainant namea a. witmeaae:
while I'm away. We expect to get
Wealey. William J. Baldwin. GeorRe W. Rector. this office by Daniel J. Jones, contestant, against
Tlmi.
Daniel A. Hall, entry Serial No. 02Í08, made Oct.
M.
N,
Schroeder,
all
Starr,
of
Claude
E.
back as quickly as possible. I tried
19. 9U7. for
Section 26. Townahip 8 N.
T. C. Tillotson,
"It's a sort o' curious," said Uncle
Range 22 K, by Daniel A. Hall, contaste, in which
to find you yesterday, but you were Jerry
oct 16 nov 20
Peebles; "but when a man Is
it ia alleged that Daniel A. Hall haa failed to ea
out. However, I have as much time
tablish his residence on said land; that aaid tract
workin' for another man he's always
now as I had then
is not settled upon, cultivated and improved aa rewhich Isn't a great a wan tin' to go and see the ball
quired by law, said parties are hereby notified to
deal, you will understand,".
glasses,"
she
"Tour
ssld.
appear,
"have
rea pond, and offer evidence touching said
' You came to tUia decision yester-rtsy?- " game. When he's workin' on hl8 own
allegation
10 o'clock a. m. on Nov. 20, lfuja, betime he gets stingy with it and can't made a great difference In your ap- fore FrankatN. Pagu.
U. S. Court Comr. at BuchI asked, looking at him with de- spare
pearance."
anan, N.
(and that final hearing will be held at
It."
10
liberate Inspection.
o
a.
clock
m.
on Nov. 3o, 1W9 before) the Regis'Do you tkink so?" be asked.
ter and
U. S. Land Offlea in Santa
He nodded. "Annoylngly sudden all
"Yog.
You look so Intelligent wltb Fe, N. M.Receiver at the
One Worthless Without the Other. .
round; but, fortunately.
The said canteatsnt having. In a proper affidavit,
Miss Hem-'usra- y
them ou."
"Experience,"
said
20, 1900, aut forth facts which show that
Uncle
Ebon,
filed
Sep.
can make herself ready to go
after due diligence personal service of this not ire
Good Definition for Power.
"may be a good teacher, but she;'
with nie. Nothing but this very necesis hereby
cannot be made,
and directed
To deal honestly with others 1 not that such noticett ba given ordered
by due and proper
sary btnln'as In London could mak9 liable to make folks spend a heap o'A
valuable time gtayin after school, so difficult. To compel others to deal publica tim.
me chpcrru her plana no emiDletolv."
MANinsLtt, Orno, Register.
learnln' the rudiments of common honestly with you that is power.
oct SO
first sep S-l- ast
Smart S:it.
Tv trt Continue: )
ease."
Department of tho Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Koawell. N. M.
Notice is hereby given that P. Randolph Pasre,
of Huchanan, N. M., who, on May 23rd., iH4,
made Homestead Entry, No. 6169, for North half.
Northwest one fourth. Sections, Southwest one
fourth Southwest one fourth. Section 5, Southeast
one fourth Southeast one fourth Section 6, Town
ship l North, Kange 21 taut, N. M. r. Merecían,
has filed notice of h:s intention to make final five
year oroof. to establish claim t the land above
described, before Frank N. Pane, Ü. S. Court
Commirwkiner. Schroeder, Chaves County, N. M.,
on the lyth, day of November, 19U9.
Claimant names as witnesses; Alfred W. Pude,
Tomas Chaves, William E. Baker, Thomas E. W.
Coombs, all of Ruchanan, N. M.
T. C. Tillotbon, Register.
oct 16 nov 20

1.
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FREED AT LAST

r

From the Awful Tortures of Kidney
Disease.

I
JlOBmT
AM

Mrs. Rachel Ivie, Henrietta, Texas,
ays: "I would be ungrateful If I did
not tell what Doan'a

Kidney Pills have
done for me. Fifteen

A0

years kidney trouble
clung to me, my ex"There's the devil to pay at my
istence was one of house."
misery and for two
"Better go to church, then."
"Well, there's the preacher to pay."
whole years I was unable to go out of the
Wasted.

FA

ILLUSWATOWfiY RAY

ffl

WALT

SYNOPSIS.
The story opens with the shipwreck of
the steamer on which Misa Genevieve
Leslie, an American heiress, Lord
an Knglishman, and Tom- Blake,
a brusque American, were passengers.
The three were tossed upon au uninhabited island and were the only oneB not
drowned. Blake recovered from a drunken stupor. Blake, shunned on the boat,
because of his roughness, became a hero
as preserver of the helpless pair. The

Englishman was suing for the hand of

Miss Leslie. Itlake started to swim hack
to the ship to recover what was left.
Blake returned safely. Winthrope wasted
his last match on a cigarette, for which
he was scored by Blake. Their first meal-waa dead fish. The trio started a ten
mile hike for higher land.
Thirst attacked them.
Blake was compelled to
carry Miss Tjeslle on account of weari- He taunted Winthrope. They
Eiess.

the Jungle. That night was passed
roosting high In a tree. The next morning they descended to the open again.
All three constructed hats to shield themselves from the sun.
They then feasted
on oocoanuts. the only procurable food.
Miss Leslie showed a liking for Blake,
his roughness. Led by Blake
fut detested
established a home in some ctfrfs.
Blnke found a fresh water spring.
Miss
Leslie faced an unpleasant
situation.
VIM.
CHAPTER
Continued.
"They'll be dry In a day or two.
Say, Winthrope, you might fetch some
of those stones size of a ball. I used
to be a fancy pitcher when I was a
kid, and we might scare up a rabbit or
something."
"I play cricket myself. But these
stones "
"Better'n a gun, when yon haven't
got the gun. Come on. Well go in a
bunch, after all, in case I need stones."
With due consideration
for Win- thrope's ankle not for Winthrope
Blake set so slow a pace that the half- mile's walk consumed over half an
hour, i But his smouldering Irritation
was soon quenched when they drew
near the green thicket at the foot of
the cleft
In the almost deathlike
stillness of
the sound
of trickling water came to their ears,
clear and musical.
"I
"A spring!" shouted Blake.
guessed right look at those green
grass;
plants and
there's the channel
where It runs out in the sand and
dries up."
The others followed him eagerly as
he poshed in among the trees. They
saw no running water, for the tiny
irill that trickled down the ledges was
matted over with vines., But at the
"fuoj of the slope lay a pool, some ten
yarBs across, and overshadowed by the
surrounding trees.
There was no
was
underbrush, and the ground
trampled bare as a floor.
"By Jove," said Winthrope; "see the
tracks There must have been a drove
of sheep about."
"Deer, you mean," replied Blake,
bendlng to examine the deeper prints
tot the edge of the pool. "These uln't
isheep tracks. A lot of them are
(larger."
"Could you not uncover the brook ?"
sked Miss Leslie. "It animals have
ueen drinking here, one would prefer

t

cleaner water."

"If you're
"Sure," assented-Blake- .
game for a climb, and can wait a few
minutes, we'll get it out of the spring
Itself. We've got to go up anyway, to
get at our poultry yard!"
"Here's a place that looks like a
ipath," called Winthrope, who had circled about the edge of the pool to the
farther side.
Blake ran around beside him and
passage which
stared at the tunnel-lik- e
wound np tbe limestone ledges bethickets.
overarching
neath the
"Odd place, is it not?" observed
Winthrope.
"Looks like a fox run,
only larger, you know."
"Too low i for deer, though and
their hoofs would have cut up the
moss and fernB more. Let's get a
close look."
As he spoke, Blake stooped and
climbed a few yards up the trail to un
overhanging ledge, four or Ave feet
high. Where the trail ran up over
this break in the slope the stone was
Blake laid his
bare of all vegetation.
club on the top of the ledge, and was
about to vault after It, when, directly
beneath his nose, he saw the print of
a great catlike paw, outlined in dried
mud. At tbe same instant a deep
growl came rumbling down the "fox
run." Without waiting for a second
warning, Blake drew his club to him,
and crept back down the trail. His
stealthy movements' and furtive backward glances filled his companions
with vague terror. He himself was
hardly less alarmed.
"Get out of the trees Into the open!"
he exclaimed in a hoarse whisper, and
as they crept away, white with dread
of the unknown danger, he followed at
their heels, looking backward, his club
raised hi readiness to strike.
, pace clear of the trees, Winthrope
Miss Leslie by tbe hand and
broke into a run. In their terror they
paid bo heed to Blake's comniand to
stSto,
They had darted off so unexpectedly that he did not overtake them
short of 100 yards.
"Hold on!" he said, gripping Winthrope roughly by the shoulder. "It's
safe enough befe, and you'll knock out
that blamed ankle."
"What ia.lt? What did you see?"
gasped Miss Leslie.
"Footprint,'.' mumbled Blake, ashamed
of his fright.
"A lion's?" cried Winthrope.
"Not so large 'bout the size of a
puma's. Must be a leopard's den up

Happy Thought.
Mrs. Newed How does the breakfast suit you, darling?
Newed It's Just right, sweetheart.
It may be rather plebeian, but Just th
ame I'm awfully fond of calf's liver.
Mrs. Newed So am I, dearest.
Don't you think it would pay us to
keep a calf? Then we could have
calf's liver every morning for

"By morning I believe my ankle will
be in such shape that I could go back
for the string of cocoanuts which we
dropped on the beach."
else we'll
"I'll go myself,
Now we're getting
have no supper.
down to bedrock. If those nuts have
not been washed away by the tide,
we're fixed for
and for two
meals, such as they are. But what
next? Even the rain pools will be
dried up by another day or so."
s
good to eat?" In"Are not
quired Miss Leslie.
"Some."
"Then, if only we could climb the
cliff might there not be another
place?"
"No; I've looked at both Bides.
What'B more, that spotted tomcat has
got a monopoly on our water supply.
The river may be fresh at low tide;
but we've got nothing to boil water
in, and such bayou stuff is just con
centrated malaria."
else"Then we .must find water
responded
where,"
Miss
Leslie.
"Might we not succeed if we went on
to the other ridge?"
"That's the ticket You've got a
headpiece. Miss Jenny! It's too late
to start now. But first thing r
row I'll take a run down that way,
while you two lay around camp and
Bee if you can twist some sort of fish
line out of cocoanut fiber. By braid
ing your hair, Miss Jenny, you can
spare us your hair-pin- s
for hooks.'
"But, Mr. Blake, I'm afraid I'd
rather you'd take us with you. With
that dreadful creature so near "
"Well, I don't know. Let's see your
feet?"
Miss Leslie glanced at him, and
thrust a slender foot from beneath her

skirt

"Um-stocking torn; but those
slippers are tougber than I thought.
Most of the way will be good walking,
along the beach. We'll leave the fish.
ing to Pat er beg pardon Win!
With his ankle"
"By Jove, Blake, I'll chance the
Crept Back Down the Trail.
ankle.
Don't leave me behind.
give you my word, you'll not have to
there. I heard a growl, and thought It where down under the boarding-schoo- l
lug
me.'.'
Btuif."
about time to clear out.'"
"Oh, of course, Mr. Winthrope must
"By Jove, we'd better withdraw
"What do you mean, sir?"
go
with
us!"
around the point!"
It's
"Now, don't get huffy, please!
'"Fraid to go alone, eh?" demanded
"Withdraw .your aunty! There's no a question of think, not of putting on
leopard going to tackle us out here In airs. Here we are, worse off than the Blake, frowning. .
His tone startled and offended her;
open ground this time of day. The people of the stone age. They had
yet all he saw was a politely quizzical
sneaking tomcat!
If only I had a fire and flint axes; we've got nothing
lifting
of her brows.
match, I'd show him how we smoke but our think tanks, and as to Hons
"Why should I be afraid, Mr.
and leopards and that sort of thing,
rat holes."
Blake?"
she asked.
"Mr. Winthrope spoke of rubbing it strikes me we've got about as many
But
Blake stared at her' moodily.
sticks to make fire," suggested Miss on hand as they had."
when she met his gaze with a confid"Then you and Mr. Winthrope ing
Leslie.
smile, he flushed and looked away.
"Make sweat, you mean. But we should immediately arm yourselves."
"All right," he muttered; "we'll
"How? But we'll leave that till
may as well try it now, If we're going
move camp together.
But don't exto at all. The' sun's hot enough to fry Inter. What else?"
pect me to pack his ludship, if we
surrounding
gazed
eggs. We'll go back to a shady place
The girl
at the
draw a blank and have to trek back
objects, her forehead wrinkled in the without food or water."
and pick up sticks on the way."
"We must
Though there was shade under the effort at concentration.
cliff within some 600 feet, they had have water. Think how we suffered
CHAPTER IX.
to go some distance to the nearest dry yesterday! Then there is shelter from
Here they wild beasts, and food, and "
wood a dead thornbush.
The Leopards' Den.
gathered a quantity of branches, even
"All right here under our hands, If
Miss Leslie volunteering to carry a we had fire. Understand?"
load.
"I understand about the water. You
All was thrown down in a heap near would frighten the leopard away with
squatted
it,
Blake
beside
cliff,
and
the
the fire; and if It would do that, It
penknife in hand. Having selected the would also keep away the other aniHILE Blake made a success-- :
dryest of the larger sticks, he bored a mals at night. But as for food, unless
ful trip for the abandoned
hole in one side and dropped In a we return for cocoanu's "
cocoanuts, his companions
pinch of powdered bark. Laying the
"Don't give it up! Keep your think- leveled the stones beneath the ledges
stick in the full glare of the sun, he er going on the side, while Pat tells chosen by Winthrope, and gathered
thrust a twig into the hole and began us our next move. Now that he's got enough dried
along the talus
to twirl it between his palms. This the fire sticks out of bis head "
to soften the bard beds.
movement he kept up for several min"I say, Blake, I wish you would
Soothed by the monotonous wash of
utes; but whether he was unable to drop that name. It is no harder to say the sea among the rocks, even' Miss
twirl the twig fast enough or whether Winthrope."
Leslie slept well. Blake, who had in
"You're off, there," rejoined Blake. sisted
the right kind of wood or tinder was
she should retain his coat
lacking all his efforts failed to pro- "But look here, I'll make it Win, if was that
prewakened by the chilliness
you figure out what we ought to do ceding
duce a spark.
the dawn. Five minutes later
Unwilling to accept the failure, next"
they started on their journey.
"Really, Blake, that would not be
Winthrope insisted upon trying In
on the
The starlight glimmered
turn, and pride held him to the task half bad. They er they called me waveB and shed a faint radiance over
until he was drenched with sweat. Win at Harrow."
the rocks. This and their knowledge
"That so? My English chum went of the way enabled tbem to pick a
The result was the same.
"Told you so," Jeered Blake from to Harrow Jimmy Scarbrldge."
path along the foot of the cliff without
your chum?"
"Lord James!
"We'd
where he lay In the shade.
difficulty. Once on the beach, they
"He started in like you, sort of top- swung along at a smart gait. Invigorstand more chance cracking stones to
lofty. But he chummed all right aft- ated by the cool air.
gether."
asked
we
now?"
do
er I took out a lot of his British starch
"But what shall
Dawn found them half way to their
Miss Leslie.
"I am becoming very with a good walloping."
goal. Blake called a halt when the
"Oh, really now, Blake, you can't first red streaks shot up the eastern
tired of cocoanuta, and there seems to
be nothing else around here. Indeed, expect any one with brains to believe sky. All stood waiting until the quickI think this Is all such a waste of that, you know!"
ly following sun sprang forth from the
"No; I don't know, you know, and sea. Blake's first act was to glance
time. If we had walked straight along
got
any brains, from one headland to the other, estithe shore thlB morning we might have I don't know If you've
you know. Here's your chance to show mating their relative distances.
reached a town."
His
"We might, Miss Jenny, and then, us. What's our next move?"
grunt of satisfaction was lost in
to
again, we mightn't. I happened
"Really, now, I have had no experi
exclamation: "By Jove, look
overhaul the captain's chart Quill-man- ence in this sort of thing don't in- at the cattle!"
Mozambique that's all for hun- terrupt, please!
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
It seems to me that
dreds of miles. Towns on this coast our first concern is shelter for the
The Public Eye.
night.
If we should return to your
are about as thick as hen's-teeth.- "
In a little more we came to an open
"How about native villages?" de- tree nest, we should also be near the
space, very thronged.
cocoa palms."
manded Winthrope.
he
"The Public Eye!" shouted-t"Oh, yes; maybe I'm fool enough to
"That's one side. Here's the other.
go into a wild nigger town without Bar to wade acrosB sharks and alli- megaphone man of our party.
people
There were some curious
a gun. Maybe I didn't talk with fel- gators;
then swampy ground malaria, mosquitoes, thorn jungle. Guess within tbe space, but even more curilows down on the Rand."
"But what shall we do?" repeated the hands of both of you are still ous were those Just outside.
Of these latter we thought certain
Miss Leslie, with a little frightened sore enough, by their look."
interesting: they
"If only I had a pot of cold cream!" women especially
catch In her voice. She was at last
were busily neglecting their families
beginning to realize what this rude sighed Miss Leslie.
"If only I had a hunk of jerked In order to get into the Public Eye. A
break In her sheltered, pampered life
pathos attached to another group ol
might mean. "What shall we do? It's beef !"n echoed Blake.
"I say, why couldn't we chance it women who had been In the Public
it's absurd to think of having to
stay in this horrid country for weeks for the night around on the seaward Eye and could never be happy but ol
or perhaps months unless some ship face of the cliff?" asked Winthrope. it, though they couldn't in the leas
- "
"I noticed a place where the ledges tell why.
comes for us!"
Positively funny were a few mei
almost a cave. Do you
"Look here. Miss Leslie," answered overhang
variety of rtrol
Blake, sharply yet not unkindly; "sup- think it probable that any wild beast who kept trying, by
devices, to break Into the Public Eye
pose you Just sit back and use your would venture so close to the sea?"
candidates!" our
"Can't say. Didn't see any track;
thinker a bit. If you're your daddy's
Next?" megaphone man explained. Puck.
daughter, you've got brains some so we'll chance it for

house. My back ached all the time and
I was utterly weak, unable at times to
walk without assistance. Tbe kidney
secretions were very irregular. Doan's
Kidney Pills restored me to good
health, and I am able to do as much
work as the average woman, though
nearly eighty years old."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
by all dealers. 50 cents a box. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N. Y.
HAD ONE GOOD POINT

"Johnny, did you have a good vacation at that little lake resort?"
"No, sir. Maw wouldn't let me go
wliumin', and she made me take a
cold bath every niornln'." Chicago
Tribune.
"The man you had playing Hamlet's
ghost did not suggest the supernatural."
Mr. fatormlngton
"No," answered
Barnes, frankly. "He suggested tbe
natural super."

The convention of the New Mexico
Firemen's Association and the annual
meeting of the Pecos Valley Press Association at Carlsbad closed on the 7th
inst. Twelve cities were represented
meet.
by delegates at the firemen's
The next convention will be held at
Clovls. The new officers elected are:
P. D. McElrov, Las Vegas, president;
A M. Dettelbach, Santa Fe, secretary,
Vegas, treasand E. P. Mackel,
urer. The firemen's tournament was
the most exciting event of the week.
The next meeting of the preBS association will also be at Clovis, the new
Young Guest It seems to me that officers being: J. M. Wood of
you don't object to the mosquitoes
president, and A. E. Curren ot
singing in your room.
Clovis, secretary.
Why,
I
don't.
bet
You
Guest
Old
Inferred.
when the mosquitoes are singing I
k
Visitor And do you find this
can't hear the glee club practicing on
purBketchlng a profitable
tbe piazza.

suit?

He Bit.
The Comic Artist Oh, well, it JuHt
Commissioner Bingham of keeps tbe pot boiling.
New York said of graft at a recent
Visitor So. Do you light the fire
with them, then?
dinner:
"The grafter isn't so easily caught;
Jokini on the Pole.
he isn't quite so naive as an old fellow
Said She Did you notice how frigid
they used to tell about in Andover.
"This old fellow was suspected of Miss Uppson and Miss De Style were
tampering with the church collections. toward each other at the recptlon toA couple of clumsy traps that were night?
Said He Yes; one would Imagine
Bet for him failed to work. Then one
of the
they were rival discoverers
day a young deacon walked past his North pole.
house leading a new horse.
" 'That's a fine horse, deacon,'
the
old fellow shouted. 'Did you buy him
e
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at the fair?'

" 'Yes,' said the deacon. Then, as
the other came nearer, he added:
"'I bought him with my pickings
out of the collection plate.'
"The old man looked horrified.
gracious!' he said. 'I've
"'Good
often taken enough myself to buy a
bat or a pair of trousers; but, deacon,
In takin' enough to buy a horse ain't
ye committin' a positive sin!'"

A $40 Saddle for

S30co.d.
whort time f"1
-.
iwmj'we oner m
horn,
mtefií

For

cinch.Bklrtd.

oub

d

tlrrup leathers, atel
leather - coveriM, In v- warrant!
to nadfllea wM
vrywhere. Catalogue-free.

fr

And There Are Others.
Th Frel HnelUr
The cook had been called away to a
SaddlcSHarnasflCo.
sick sister, and so the newly wed mis9
Urlmw St..
tress 6f the. house undertook, with the
I tenver. Colo,
aid of the maid, to get the Sunday
ftnif talT in all kind of MKIt-DU- N
luncheon. The little maid, who had DO 11 IIt ILUUn,
CHANOIKK. Mammoth dialbeen struggling In the kitchen with a og mailed free. Cor. 16th and Blake, Denver.
coffee mill that would not work, confessed that she hud forgotten to wash RUGS & LINOLEUM "SX&Zl.
at wholesale prices. We pay the freight.
the lettuca.
Beat catalog In Denver mulled free.
"Well, never mind, Pearl. Go on THE HOLCOMB & HART
'ií?í;Kí
with the coffee and I'll do it," said the
considerate mistress. "Where do they
0. W. LYMAN WHOLESALE MILLINERY
keep the soap?"
St., Denver.
Co., Í

iArgcvt

Lawrence
Whotemla Millinery

Hoae in the Went.

Proper Love for Wife.
Uercbant'B trimmed hats a specialty from fi to $4
"When a man really loves his wife each. Send your order for an assortment.
he ought to combine all his nicest
sentiments toward other women Into
one big sentiment for her.
"He should show her the respect he
feels toward his mother, the politeTEN CENTS
ness be shows other women and the All the FnmnuB and Old Favorite. For bom, aehool
responsibility he feels toward his sis- andnieeting. THE
4 6 California St., Denver.
COM 1040-- 1
ter.
"To all of that he should add the
For every kind of roof,
great love he should feel for a wife."
't'a watertight. Made on-

BEST SONGS

101

Settled

with

K,tp. 841

It's not an easy matter to satisfy all HOWLAND'S
the members of the family at meal Are The Best In

offended when I'd make something I
thought he would like for a change,
and still hear the same old question,
Have you any Grape-Nuts"He got so veil that for the last
(wo years he has hardly lost a day
from his work, and we are still using
Grape-Nuts.- "
Read the book, "The
Road to Wellvllle," in pkgs. "There s
a reason."
Ever rend the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time They
re genuine, true, and full ox human
Interest

t?T

THE MARKET
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Denver.

Carefnr Attention to Mall Orders.

STOUT ST.

1ST1I

FOB

WRITE

PIANOS

INTRODUCTORY
TODAY

OFFER

fall
If you Intend to buy a Piano this
.- .
oaw .wvKMCHT-CAMI'UKIsrsi tnis oner iu.
.I,
Liberal Payment Plan. THE
thai
Denver,
MUSIC CO,
music house.
West's oldest and larg-es-t
Established 1874.

r

wiAith St.. Tii vfr. A itnul- .'iiiiiHH this hall and Winter idwoi
U
ipnaitionnoxtapniiK. Kany opportnoltlee opeu Tai,
Special lull Term bunio hv.
mr itudent.
of tuition
Write for free catalogue, ntvinc c. uraea.owtattending.
while
board
and
tnd bow to earn muiii

U

A.

Arnold,

Pre.

PAINT

YOUR

BUIL0IN6S

THE BEST
Plnlll Paint.
ellmatlcally eorreot," and fully guar&
anteed. It Is made by McPhce
Co., Denver, whose reputation
your
stsnds behind these (roods. Ask
or
writs
dealer for further Information
to us for ls.test "Fashions In Patntlnx.
MrPHKIC A MCGINRIITV CO, UKNVER.
n.,

"It was the same next day and I
had to get it right along, because when
we would get to tbe table the question,
'Have you any Grape-Nutwas a regular thing. So I began to buy it by
the dozen pkgs.
"My husband's health began to Improve right along.
I sometimes felt

KI

HIHINU

Equitable Bid.,
phone Main '1574. if yoar
dealer doea not lnanüe
oe.
write

Perfect Satisfaction by
a Dyspeptic.

time as every housewife knows.
And when tbe husband has dyspepsia and can't eat the simplest ordinary
food without causing trouble, the food
question becomes doubly annoying.
An Illinois woman writes:
"My husband's health was poor, he
had no appetite
I could
get for him, it seemed.
"He was hardly able to work, was
taking medicine continually, and as
soon as he would feel better would go
to work again only to give up in a
few weeks. He suffered severely with
stomach trouble.
"Tired of everything I bad been able
to get for him to eat, one day seeing
an advertisement about Grape-NutI
got some and tried it for breakfast the
next morning.
"We all thought It was pretty good
although we had no Idea of using it
regularly. But when my husband came
home at night he asked for Grape-Nuts- .

by

ly in Denver
V fcHTKBN

FOOD QUESTION

WITH
..( a In

A.

E. E. BURLINGAME
ASSAY OFFICE

n

A.

CO.,

laboratory

Established !n Colorado, I MS. Somplesby mailor
expresR will receive prompt and carefulatU'nlion
Gold

ISilterBulilon

CONCENTRATION,
CYANIDE
1736-173-

8

TESTi

'WXl?"0

AMALGAu.AllUN
AM
100 ls- - to oarload iota.

Write fot

rm

Lawrence St.. Denver. Colo.

HOWARD E. BURTON,

ASSAYER

& CHEMIST

LfcAIV.l.l,K. i;(U)RAI)f.

Specimen price: Gold, allver, lead, 11: gol,
liver. 75c; gold. 6e; xlnc or copter. 41.
and full price lint etit on
Mallinr nvelop
Control nnd un'rlr wch
applltatlon.
Ittferiic . Carbonata Katlo&al Baufc.

"

PamamoI
wiicu.
Mr.

Manuel Abreu

Míhs Amelia, of old

week and is busy building a resi
jdence, and will bring his family
as soon as the house is COinplet- -

SUNNYSIDE TIN SHOP

'

and daughter,

WATER TANKS,

in town yeet?rday.

arm

iuiumev

c....J-

Mrs.

w-

J.

Troy Trulove,

died

Our
Hi

at

Once each week we pay for this space
for the privalegre only of inviting you
once again to become a depositor of
Our bank.

fifty-tw- o

us

j

By taking a dose or two of Bees
The Ice Cream Social and Dance, Laxitive Cough Syrup, you will
given for the benefit of the Girls Bas-j. f f rom
mm
t
ket Ball Team, at the School House 6 COUgh or cold. It genty moves
Friday evening, was well patronized a
and thoroughly enjoyed by the large the bowels, heals irritation of the
number in attendance and quite
throat and stops the COUgh. Sold
sum was cleared for the team.
Dv ue Sunnvside Drug Co.
J. 0. Welbom announces that he is
1

Bank.
The Review
ulations.

extends congrat-

First National

All residents who are living on
the Sutton Grant- -I have com-

Kinney, ofMattoon, 111., P.HESRES for the Kidneys
who recently purchased land
30 DAY8' TRIAL FOR ÍI.OO.
under the canal, arrived this On sale at the Sunnside Drug Co's.
T. E.

BUCKSMITHiNG and WAGONWORK
HORSE SHOEING A

J.

Your account, large or small, is urgently solicited and respectfully invited.

Notice to Residents.
pleted notes and plats of survey
and you can call at my office for
your filing numbers and,,any information concerning same
VV. A. Tipton,
Deputy U. S. Surveyor.

SPECIALTY.

Sunnyside.

M. KUYKENDALL.

New Mexico.

times better than

fifty-tw- o

is to like us and our business methods.

j

Henry and wife announce
the birth of a daughter on the
She will doubtless
10th inst.
goon be able to render valuable
assistance to her father, the
Cashier of the First National

at least

The
if he had read of us but once.
likely
he
more
the
he
us
knows
better

1

till waiting to pay off all unpaid prizes

who reads about us
times a year ought to know

The person

friends, who unite in sympathy
with sorrowing relatives,

that remain unpaid from Melon Day.

Lights.

Trop.

of Fort Sumner, N. M

VALUE OF

irsa

OISE BROS. CO.
SANTA ROSA and BUCHANAN.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
The Best Cf Everything In Our Line.

Groceries, Provisions, Notions,

NOTICE!

Boots and Shoes.

ai'-.s-

-

REAL ESTATE, AGENTS, LAND
and SURVEYORS.

LOCATORS,

CONTEST
Pepartnw-n-

1,

S.

25

East.

Also

Paso

I

Persons may pay as far in advance
as they wish, and the offer is good
until the day set above for the
division of the money, but it applies
only to cash in advance subscriptions
handled by the parties named, though
any may solicit subscriptions and turn
them over to these.

Office t KoKwell. N. M . Ociolrr II, IltfP.
A nufflci. nt
affidavit hnvinff bw.n fi14 In
th 's ;filce by Arusiub E. Anderson, contestant,
aya 'net. H rr.eatiiad Entry. No.
rnvl Iv- Sre Vn 29, Township
cembcr 4. Jiki7. f ir
1 South, lianpe 23 East N. M.
Meridian, by Paul
H. tons n. O.ntf atee, in which it ta
that
said entryman has wholly atonden! aaid land for
more than six montr-- last pant, wid part kg are
hT(?by m'tiiiwl
rrspond, and offer evidence touch ins: iid allegation at 10 o'clofdt a. m.
on November 23, 1U09. bef.To the Rryiotir and
Kecelvrr at the United StiUi Lend Otrke in
RcewHl. N. M.
The sniii contestant havinir in proper afflr'av't.
filod July 26
sot forth facts which srir.w thrt
after due dilitff nee personal service of this notice
can not be nmriti, it is hereby ordored nd directed
that such notice bo civen by due and proper

allfrd

T. C. TrtT,oTtioN.

Harold Hcro, Receiver.

F. C. HASTINGS.

Fair and Exposition

Carpenter and Builder.
Side Of The Plaza,

South

Sumyside,

it to

one-ha- lf

In La Lande, the Holiness Association has been asked to act as Banker
and will receive fifty per cent of all
money so collected.

Educational Features
Will show a grand display of the vast
resources of the GREAT SOUTH-nrrc- T

m:.

ci,

l I

DI

try, Agriculture, Horticulture, Art, Merchants and Manufactures Exhibits.
DOG SHOW

HORSE SHOW

N.

AMUSEMENTS.
Flights,
$15,000,00 Harnea and
Air Ship-Da- ily
Five Bands,
Indian Village,
Running Purses,
Shows and Three Free Acts),
Santa Fe Trail---(1Tournament-(SouthwestChampionBase Ball
Parade and Carnival,
ship).
The Great

Fort Sumner
Broom Factory.
OWENS

Os-Ap-

le

Theaters, etc., etc
VERY LOW RATES ON YOUR LINE.
Secretary.
J. C. ROUS, Jr.,

&

SONS

RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Solicit the General Trade and
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Fort Sumner. - - NewMex.

L. R. SCH0CH.
Contractor and Builder.

The Sania Fe
New

Mexican

The oldest dialy in the Southwest, $1.75 per quarter year.
When you have piles don't fail to use
The
the great pile remedy.
only way to cure this annoying trouble
is to apply something that will act on
all parts affected. That is what ManZan
does. It is put up' in a tube with nozzle
attached! Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.
Man-Za-

"It Gives All The News."
Subscribe to your home paper first
and then take the El Paso Herald.
The Herald is the best medium to
keep in touch with general news as
well as news of the whole southwest.

Eighty Acres of patented land, ten
south-eas- t
of town for sale

mileB

C. W. FOOR.

The Albuquerque Daily Tribune
be had at the Sunnyside Frug Co.
Five cents por copy.

can

Blankenship and Co. have a full,
new line of Trunks and Suit Cases.

In any emergency where salve

is required, use Pinesnlve, carbal-izethere is nothing: better for
"Cement Work A Specialty"
Call on me for bid3 on all cuts, burns and bruises. Sold by
Sunnyside Drug Co.
kinds of Buildings.
For.T

Sumner,

N.

d

M.

Fort Sumner Gallery

Ramsdy
ftlanZ.mWHEN
FXaOTKEMt
MIL

HUJ

For saieby the Sunnyside

Drug

Co

Photo Copying,
Out-doo-

Work a Specialty.

r

Jim Womack.

ern

D.

M.

New Hardware of all kinds at
Blunkenship & Co.

6

L

NOTICE.

of th Interior, Untturl States Land

t

publication.

Five days after

New Church.

atiljici)' or raouay refaaded.
For sale by the Sunyside Drup Co.

ntet

Call On Or Write To Us.

About the lat of this month I shall
begin here the publication of a weekly
p per to be known as The Index
and published at One Dollar per year,

the installation of
my plant and the mailing of my first
the
issue, they are to pay me
pay
to
the
and
collected
money so
other half into the fund for the

lSve

cough syrup

C. W. .F0OR & Co.

We have the field notes- of Township
Township 2 North, 26 East.

have asked Mr. Henry, at the
Bank, and Mr. Katz, of Sunnyside, to
accept subscriptions under the following agreement:

one-hor-

one-hor-

GOODS,

FURNISHING

GENTS

LANDS.

SEMI-ARI-

A. P. ANAYA
The fact is indisputable that it
is only quite recently that we Practices Law before the Probate,
have discovered the value of the County CommiFsioners. and Justice of
the Peace Courts.
semi-ari- d
To develop
lands.
these we need education to enable our farmers to cultivate
The Cough SyTtip ft at
improved
rids the svstem of a coid
these lands under
methods. As to tools to be used by acting as a cathartic on the
for securing a dust mulch, these bowels is
h
should be of
expansion cultivator as also the
expansion harrow oí
fifteen teeth. Sweeps and shovel
plows will not answer n.3 well.
Shallow cultivation is needed and
in dry weather never expose or
turn over new scil, but let the
dirt or soil fall back with little
exposure. Allow no; weeds or
grass to interfere wUh your Bees in the orisinül laustive consh tyrru
gent!? movrs ti,s
growing, as they will rob the contains uo cp
boweic, currying tlje cold off throwgh
your
plant
moisture from
3.
Ooaraaieod tu gin&tun.t rbaone!,
five-toot-

MOISE BROS. CO.

The New Paper

RAILROAD.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
TRUCK and FIELD CROPS.
TIMETABLE.
quires air as well as water, there-- i
From Santa Fe to Torrani.
,
fore, if you cannot get the one
Leaves Santa Fe at Í : 15 r. M. going
give the other. It is the same
South.
Vw írrirmtínn nr hv expess of rain:
Leaves Willard 6;13 P.M. groins south.
after the land becomes saturated
Arrives at Torrance 8:00 p. M.
Going North.
it needs constant cultivation to
Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M
give vitality. Plant life is much
" '
Williard at 12:40 P. M.
like human life, requiring the
Fe 5:25 P. M.
Arrives
at
Santa
elements most necessary to pro- Makes close connections with the Helen
duce growth and unless we aid Cut-oat Williard; with the Souththe soil to give it elements con- western at Torrance and with the
ducive to growth, we get sickly A. T. ft S. F. at Kennedy.
plants and poor returns.
TREATS TITO EARTH RIGHT.
PROFESSIONAL,
Some may say that it is fertilizing that gives the growth.
DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
Yes, but under propér conditions PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
only, and unless you make these
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
conditions available all your, ferOffice at the store of the Sunnyaide
tilizers will be of no benefit. I Drug Company.
Sunnyaide.
New Mexico.
am aware that many farmers
have an idea that when the seaC. C DAVIDSON.
son is dry, soil should not be disATTORNEY AT LAW.
turbed or it will dry out.
Practices in all the Courts.
This is true with regard to deep
Special attention to land cases
plowing, but it is just the oppobefore the U. S. Land Office.
site with shallow cultivation. By Tucumoaiii,
New Mex.
constant cultivation of soil cropped or uncropped, a falling rain
WHARTON & LAWSON.
will penétrate readily and "preATTORNEYS AT LAW.
vent the wishing of the soil, to Alamogordo.
N' M.
a great extent. This method of
mulching by constant cultibation
M. K. BAKER.
is, I believe, also on the principle
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
of the Campbell system of dry Contest Cahks Before U. S. Commissioned a Specialty.
farming, and is justas applicable
NOTARY 1'UBLIC IN OFFICE.
to com and cotten as to truck Sunnyside.
New Mexico.
growing.
ff

ives two and half miles northeast
Allen Holder, our ni.ht operator, re.
Mrs. Trtielove was
turned from Vaughn first of the week, j )f town.
at whúh place he has been serving the .veil known in and around Fort
Sant Fe Company in the same capacity 3umner, was loved and appreci8l,ere- iated. by a host of admiring;

C. C.

A. NORTHINGTON,

I

Texas, . on the Stn,
becher returned from Portales first of Memphis,
the week where they had been attend-- ' nst. Mrs. Trulove was a sister
ing to business.
to Mrs. James Marshall, who

E. B. Lovelace, who lives on 160 two
miles north of town has a fine well of
water at 120 feet, with 35 feet of wa- -

j

Gasoline

"ANN ARBOR"

Agent for the Celebrated

several months.

macna

PIPE

WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."

ÍH1S3

Steckle were married at Santa
Neis Curtis, one of our old time cow- Rosa on Sept. 24th.
men; U taking in the Fair at Albuquer
They live a few miles north of
this week.
town, and were the receiptents
Ollie Welbom has aconmodious (?) of several handsome presents.
residence under way of construction in Tney will reside upon the Steckel
tne Depot Addition.
ranc1
Fred Gerherdt returned yesterday j Their many friends wish them
Been
lor a happy life
from Colorado where he has
,....

CASING, FLUES and STOVE

MADE TO ORDER.

,1
.1. .
t; . vmuurn, uaugum
Minnie tt:u
E.
and
Wilburn,
D.
P.
Rev.
of

jsa
Dr. Alldridire and daughter.
I.tla, who ru de east of town were
visiting among us the first of the week,

jNicoiae

GUTTERING, WELL

Fort Samner, were ecj

'

2,000 new Post Card views of Fort
Sumner at Blankenship & Co's

A. J. GILLIAM.
Agent for Tcxico Steam Laundry,
W.

sod

W.

Tailorinj Cu.

AtSO.

cm

B.

k

SHOP.

countln ..a

rta.

I

FREK epoRTonifefitahtJtry. PiilnDtpiM
BAKU ItrEIIMCEt.
iM 8XilUIÍTHlV.
Srnfl 4 (Mima In nami'i or our two inrtlaaNr-nnOU OH HOW TO PITAHI Slid KLL PAT'
INTI, Whli-- mwi will pay. How to Krt ft nsrt-Der. ptttont law hoA orhrr TiUubla UuonnaUoo.
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...ud

in

all

fcO

I
1

& CO,!
0. SWIFT
PHT1HT LAWYER.,
303 Seventh St., Washlnrrto. II. C

